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Development of Motion-picture Recording Film ETERNA-RDI

Masaaki MIKI*,  Hikaru MURAKAMI**,  Youichi HOSOYA***,  and  Ryoji NISHIMURA***

Abstract

In April 2007, FUJIFILM introduced ETERNA-RDI for digital intermediate. It is the first film stock in 
the world, designed specially for use in the digital intermediate workflow. ETERNA-RDI offers a significant 
improvement over conventional non-specific intermediate film stock, producing fine detail and accurate color 
from digital image data. New silver halide grain technology prevents spectral color crosstalk, and reduces 
scattering of light with its fine control of incident light. Higher photographic stability makes handling in the 
processing laboratory easier.

Introduction1. 

In each step of the motion picture production process, 

which can be broadly divided into filming, editing, and 

distribution and theater presentation, the appropriate type 

of silver halide film has been used.  However, in recent 

years digital technology has spread as far as the film 

production site and has made the production of images that 

stun and compel audiences in new ways easier than ever.  

This is especially true for the editing process, in which the 

digitization of editing and the synthesis of a variety of sources 

into single images have become mainstream.  There is also a 

phenomenon known as “digital cinema,” in which every step 

of the motion picture production process, from filming to 

theater presentation, is carried out using digital technology.  

However, because of infrastructure problems and other 

obstacles, as of the year 2007, even in the USA, the motion 

picture capital of the world, the number of theaters that 

support digital cinema is only about 10%.  In the marketplace, 

motion picture production that brings to life the merits of 

both silver halide filming and digital editing is on the rise.  

In order to adapt to this changing film production reality and 

further the synthesis of the analog and the digital, the authors 

of this report engaged in film development that placed the 

spotlight on film recording, which is the key to connecting 

digital editing and film-based theater presentation.

FUJIFILM Corporation has developed the industry’s first 

specialized film for digital recorder output, ETERNA-RDI, as 

a total image quality improvement solution for motion picture 

production which dramatically improves the image quality of 

film recording.  ETERNA-RDI was put onto the market in 

April 2007 (Fig. 1).

This report explains the features and the background of the 

development of the ETERNA-RDI film line.  In addition, the 

report also explains the technology that made the development 

of these new products possible.

Fig. 1  Newly developed motion-picture recording film ETERNA-RDI.

Historical Background of Motion Picture 2. 
Development and the Goal of ETERNA-RDI

This section briefly explains how the motion picture 

production workflow has changed in recent years and what 

the current state of film recording is before discussing the 

goal of ETERNA-RDI, which is based on these modern 
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realities of film production.

Fig. 2  Trend toward digitization in editing process.

Changes in the Motion Picture Production 2.1 
Workflow

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the percentage of motion picture 

productions that use digital editing is steadily growing, and 

digital editing has now become mainstream.

 As this trend continues, the motion picture production 

workflow is also changing.  Namely, as can be seen in Fig. 

3, high quality images scanned from negatives are composed 

and edited digitally, so that a digital master is produced.  The 

system that is in place for handling the various subsequent 

processes is referred to as the digital intermediate system.  

When using a digital master, the workflow up to theater 

presentation is as follows: (1) use a film recorder; (2) record 

to film; if necessary, (3) produce duplicates on intermediate 

film; and (4) print to positive film and present.

Digital film image
CG image

Composition and editing

Digital master

Scanner

Negative

Theater presentation
Digital image

Analog image

DLP

4. Positive film (for projection)

DVD, etc.2. Film

New: ETERNA-RDI

Old: Intermediate film

1. Film recorder

Film recording

3. Intermediate film 
(duplication)

Fig. 3  Workflow of motion-picture production.

Film Recording2.2 

In the workflow discussed above, the film recording 

step is the point at which conversion between digital and 

analog takes place and is thus an important step that affects 

the overall picture quality.  As digital editing has become 

more and more common, film recorders have continued to 

improve picture quality with technological innovation after 

technological innovation.  In particular, the ARRILASER, 

which is a recorder produced by the ARRI Group in 1998 

that uses a laser scan recording method, achieved a dramatic 

improvement in picture quality with drastically higher detail 

and contrast than those of contemporary recorders.  The 

ARRILASER received the Academy Scientific and Technical 

Award in 2002 and has gained widespread appeal in the 

recording marketplace.  Currently, the word ARRILASER is 

synonymous with high-picture-quality digital recording.

 In the film recording process, pre-existing types of film 

have been used.  Negatives are sometimes used because 

of cost concerns, but in most cases, intermediate film is 

used.  As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, intermediate film is 

particularly suited for high-picture-quality recording, because 

it is superior to negative film products in terms of both 

sharpness and granularity.  However, intermediate film is 

intended for analog editing and duplication, not for film 

recording.  Even now, there is a large difference in image 

quality between digital masters and the images that have been 

recorded to intermediate film, and there is a strong demand in 

the market for something better.

High sharpness

Fig. 4 Comparison of sharpness among negative films and 
intermediate film.

Superior granularity

Fig. 5 Comparison of granularity among negative films and 
intermediate film.

Goal of ETERNA-RDI2.3 

After researching and verifying the issues facing film 

recording, the authors of this report identified the following 
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thinner and disappear, and fat lines are blurred.  This makes 

the reproduction of details difficult.  With ETERNA-RDI, 

thanks to Super Nano Cubic Grain Technology and Super 

Efficient Light Control Technology, which will be discussed 

later, even the highlighted areas of high-contrast images can 

be reproduced with very high similarity to the original image 

(Fig. 7).  This contributes to the reproduction of sharp, crisp 

images, and it makes it possible to achieve rich images that 

convey a strong sense of depth and dimension (Fig. 8).  When 

the CTF (Contrast Transfer Function), a physical value that 

expresses sharpness, of ETERNA-RDI is contrasted with 

that of conventional intermediate film, the superiority of 

ETERNA-RDI is readily apparent (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7  Less blur in highlight area with ETERNA-RDI.

Fig. 8  Superior Sharpness of ETERNA-RDI.

High sharpness

Fig. 9  Superior sharpness of ETERNA-RDI shown in CTF chart.

Tone and Color Reproduction that are 3.2 
Faithful to the Original Image

ETERNA-RDI widens the range of expressible densities.  

ETERNA-RDI reduces image ir regular ities even in 

highlighted areas, makes the expression of darker shadowed 

areas richer, and increases resolution.  The combination 

of these factors leads to tone reproduction that conveys an 

intense sense of depth.  Furthermore, while the reproduction 

of original colors at the edges of the color range was difficult 

in the past, ETERNA-RDI is capable of reproducing these 

colors faithfully.

three problems:

Problem 1:  Conspicuous blurring, especially of highlighted 

images (the high-density areas on negative film)

Problem 2: Poor color reproduction

Problem 3:  Color discrepancy between the top frame and 

the last frame in long reels of film (top/last gap).

Problems 1 and 2 affect the post-production stage, in 

which accurate reproduction of the original image is desired.  

Problem 3 affects the lab, where reduction in the film 

development workload is desired.  In other words, the lab has 

to work to reduce the top/last gap in the film development 

stage, and this produces extra work.

Fig. 6 summarizes the causes of each of the three 

problems.
(Recorder)

Shape of recorded light is 
approximately constant

Increased light scattering 
with increased intensity

(Problem 1) Blurring in 
highlighted areas

Wavelength of recorded 
light is approximately constant

Change in hue caused by 
color crosstalk

(Problem 2) Poor color 
reproduction

Low-speed recording
Latent image fading during 
recording

(Problem 3) Generation 
of top/last gap

Cause of the problem

(Film) (Problem)

Fig. 6  Analysis of problems regarding the quality of film recording.

Many of the problems are caused by film.  The 

fundamental reason for this is that intermediate film, which 

is intended for analog duplication, is used for film recording, 

so the compatibility between the film and the recorder is 

poor.  After engaging in extensive technological research and 

market testing aimed at solving these problems, the authors 

of this report came to the conclusion that for the needs of the 

market to be satisfied, a new type of film was necessary that 

would bring out the maximum potential of the film recorder.

Taking the above points into consideration, the authors set 

out to create the world’s first film designed specifically for 

digital recorder output, with the goal of achieving faithful 

reproduction of the original image and satisfactory lab 

handleability.

Features of ETERNA-RDI3. 

This chapter explains the main features of ETERNA-RDI.  

Items relating to the technology that was used to achieve these 

features are discussed in a later chapter.

Revolutionary Image Blur Reduction3.1 

Theater screens often exceed 25 m in width.  The images 

on these screens are magnified by over 1200 times, so it is 

necessary that details be expressed with high precision on 

the original negative film.  Laser-created high-detail digital 

images that could not be reproduced on intermediate film can 

be reproduced on ETERNA-RDI.

Ordinarily, when the intensities of lines and text contrast 

strongly with those of their surroundings, thin lines become 
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As examples, Fig. 10 shows the plots of the density 

measurements of negatives for patches of R, G, and B 

recorded in 20 steps using the ARRILASER, and Fig. 11 is 

a chromaticity diagram of R, G, B, C, M, and Y measured 

from positive film.  Conventional intermediate film suffers 

from intense changes in hue in the range of overexposure, but 

ETERNA-RDI reproduces colors faithfully with no changes in 

hue throughout the underexposure and overexposure ranges.

Photographic Stability That Lasts through 3.3 
Long Recording and Improves Lab 
Handleability

Because it takes a few seconds to record a single frame 

with the ARRILASER, it takes 15 hours or more to record 

over a single 2000-ft roll.  Therefore, even on the same 

roll of film, the time between when the film is exposed 

and when it is developed is different by 15 hours or more 

between the top and last frames.  Fig. 12 shows a comparison 

between the densities of the top and last frames of a single 

roll of film after a grayscale has been recorded on it and it 

has been developed.  The top half is a sensitometric graph, 

and the bottom half is a plot of the differences between the 

densities of the top and last frames on a hexagonal graph.  

On conventional intermediate film, the printer step value of 

the maximum difference between the top and last frames is 

2 (density difference D = 0.05), but on ETERNA-RDI, the 

printer step value of the maximum difference is less than 1.  

It is clear that ETERNA-RDI boasts superior stability and 

makes lab handling easier.

Fig. 11  Less color crosstalk of ETERNA-RDI; chromaticity chart.

Color 
crosstalk

Fig. 10  Less color crosstalk of ETERNA-RDI.

Fig. 12  Higher photographic stability of ETERNA-RDI.
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Technology That Made ETERNA-RDI 4. 
Possible

The relationships between the features of ETERNA-RDI 

and the technologies that made them possible are outlined in 

Fig. 13.
(Film features) (Technological developments)

Revolutionary reduction of 
image blurring

Reduction of light scattering

Tone and color reproduction that 
is faithful to the original image

Increase in linearity
Super Efficient Light Control Technology

Super Nano Cubic Grain Technology

Increase in lab handleability

Reduction of light dispersion 
and color crosstalk

Increase in latent image 
stability

Fig. 13  Major features and technologies of ETERNA-RDI.

Super Nano Cubic Grain Technology4.1 
Light-sensitive silver halide particles are the element that 

influences film quality the most, and each type of film has its 
own optimal arrangement of these particles.  In intermediate 
film, the size of the light-sensitive silver halide particles is 
within the range of 0.1 to 0.2 µm.  This particle size enables 
intermediate film to act as a medium for high-quality pictures 
with high sharpness and superior granularity.  This particle 
size is the smallest size available for conventional silver halide 
film, but even at this small size, the high refractive index of 
the silver halide particles causes light scattering.  In addition, 
reduction sensitization has been one of the major sensitizing 
technologies used to increase the photographic sensitivity 
of the small silver halide particles used in intermediate 
film, but this technique makes the control of latent image 
stability difficult.  These problems become more pronounced 
when intermediate film is used for film recording, which 
intermediate film was not originally intended for.  While the 
development of ETERNA-RDI was based on the silver halide 
particles in intermediate film, a fundamental change in the 
arrangement of those particles was made in order to bring out 
the maximum potential of the digital recorder.

During film recording, image blurring occurs when 
recorded light scatters in the film.  Because light scattering 
increases with the intensity of the recorded light, image 
blurring can be decreased through an increase in sensitivity, 
the ability to record with low-intensity light.  Therefore, the 
authors of this report researched the inefficiencies in the 
film exposure process, and came to the conclusion that the 
following two inefficiencies are particularly important:

Inefficiency 1. High intensity reciprocity law failure
Inefficiency 2.  Reduc t ion  in  l i gh t  absorp t i on 

resulting from mismatches between 
spectral sensitivities and light source 
wavelengths.

First, this section will explain the solution to Inefficiency 
1.  Because surface exposure is used in duplication, which 
is the originally intended application of intermediate film, 
the exposure time is in the order of thousandths of a second.  

However, in the scanning laser recording method, the 
exposure time is reduced to only a few tens of nanoseconds 
so that high productivity can be achieved.  This exposure 
time is only one millionth of the exposure time that is used 
for duplication.  When intermediate film is used in film 
recording, the reduced exposure time results in high intensity 
reciprocity law failure caused by latent image diffusion.  
This problem has been alleviated through the doping of just 
the right amount of iridium complex in just the right place 
inside the silver halide particles.  The dopant becomes an 
electron trap with just the right amount of depth.  It traps the 
photoelectrons that appear as a result of a very short exposure 
time and slowly releases them afterwards.  This process solves 
Inefficiency 1 by encouraging latent image concentration.

As can be seen in Fig. 14, ETERNA-RDI solves 
Inefficiency 2 by achieving spectral sensitivities that 
match the characteristics of the original R, G, and B light 
sources.  The achievement of this matching requires the 
significant reduction of spectral sensitivity wavelengths 
and is thus impossible using conventional combinations 
of sensitizing dyes.  The authors of this report carefully 
analyzed the associativity, hydrophobicity, and hydrophilicity 
of sensitizing dyes and discovered a heretofore unknown 
special combination of dyes that enabled them to achieve 
spectral sensitivities that are optimal for film recording.  
This not only led to the solution of Inefficiency 2 and the 
improvement of sensitivity during film recording, but also to a 
significant reduction in color crosstalk caused by an increase 
in wavelength sensitivity difference between different color-
sensitive layers.

Fig. 14 Spectral sensitivity of conventional intermediate film and 
ETERNA-RDI.

These and other improvements have led to the successful 
increase of silver halide particle sensitivity in film recording 
to 10 times that of intermediate film.  This increased 
sensitivity has made it possible for the amount of silver 
halide in the film to be reduced to 80% that of intermediate 
film and for the particle size to be reduced as well.  This 
leads to a large decrease in image blurring.  In addition, 
increased sensitivity makes the Super Efficient Light Control 
Technology described later possible, and this decreases image 
blurring even more.  
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Fig. 15 compares electron microscope photographs of cross 
sections of intermediate film and ETERNA-RDI.

Fig. 15 Cross section of conventional intermediate film and 
ETERNA-RDI.

The parts of the film that appear white are the silver 
halide particles.  The difference in particle size is particularly 
apparent between the particles in the blue sensitive layers 
circled in red, but it is also clear that the ETERNA-RDI 
particles are small throughout all layers of the film.

Each color sensitive layer is composed of a high-sensitivity 

Sagging

Strong linearity

Fig. 16 Characteristic curves of conventional intermediate film and 
ETERNA-RDI.

layer (the upper layer) and a low-sensitivity layer (the lower 
layer) so that exposure latitude can be achieved.  The silver 
halide particles in the low-sensitivity layer are smaller than 
those in the high-sensitivity layer.  The size of the silver 
halide particles in the low-sensitivity layer of ETERNA-RDI 
reach the very small size range of approximately 70 nm.  
Within this size range, light scattering hardly occurs at all, so 
the amount of silver halide can be increased without negative 
image blurring effects.  As discussed below, this fact makes 
it possible to improve the suitability of ETERNA-RDI for 
recording applications even more.

Conventional intermediate film is designed for an 
exposure latitude of  LogE = 1.7, and within that range, a 
value of approximately 1 is maintained between adjacent 
tones.  However, the difference between each tone declines 
at exposure levels beyond  LogE = 1.7.  In film recording, 
where an exposure latitude of  LogE = 2 or more 
is necessary, exposure levels reach the range where tone 
differences begin declining.  This is one of the reasons why 
pronounced blurring occurs in the high density range.  With 
conventional film, an attempt to adjust the tone differences 
by increasing the amount of silver halide particles in the low-
sensitivity layer would result in increased light scattering.  
However, with the very small particles discussed above, 
an increase in particles creates almost no increase in light 
scattering, so it is possible to achieve linearity even in the 
high density range.  Fig. 16 shows the characteristic curves of 
conventional intermediate film and ETERNA-RDI when they 
are used in a digital recorder.  In conventional intermediate 
film, the increased exposure level necessary to achieve high 
densities results in image blurring and color crosstalk.  The 
strong linearity of ETERNA-RDI alleviates these problems.

 In addition to the improvements that have been listed so 
far, ETERNA-RDI has also improved upon the reduction 
sensitization of silver halide particles that has been used in 
conventional film.  Reduction sensitization is applied to silver 
halide particles as they crystallize, but because of unevenness 
between particles, even if reduction sensitization is used 
that is ideal when its affects on the particles are averaged, 
some particles have inadequate sensitization levels, and these 
particles cause latent image fading.  In the development 
of ETERNA-RDI, particle unevenness has been removed 
through the improvement of the conditions of reduction 
sensitization.  This means that ETERNA-RDI is a film with 
superior photographic stability in which the top/last gap is 
unlikely to occur, even in long recordings.

Super Efficient Light Control Technology4.2 

Conventional intermediate film has until now had the most 

sharpness out of all of the types of film available, but as has 

been discussed before, the goal of the authors of this report 

was to create the ultimate film for digital recording.  In order 

to achieve this goal, the authors developed Super Nano Cubic 

Grain Technology, which greatly increased the sharpness 

of ETERNA-RDI.  However, further improvements were 
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necessary for the achievement of the ideal recording image 

quality.

The color-sensitive layers in intermediate film are stacked 

with blue on the top (where recorded light enters the film), 

then green, then red.  To reach a lower layer, light must pass 

through the layers above it.  Because the silver halide particles 

in the high sensitivity layers of each color layer are larger 

than 0.1 µm, light scattering is unavoidable, and recording 

light scatters before it reaches the bottom of each layer.  To 

solve this problem, the authors of this report inserted light 

absorbing layers above the light-sensitive layers to prevent 

scattered light from entering them.  Ordinarily, because this 

technique reduces sensitivity, the amount of light-absorbent 

layer that can be applied is limited, and so the effects of the 

light-absorbent layer are not sufficient.  However, Super Nano 

Cubic Grain Technology gives ETERNA-RDI the sensitivity 

necessary to compensate for the decrease caused by the light-

absorbent layer.  This makes it possible to almost completely 

block scattered light.

Light control layer
      The scattered light 
caused by emulsion 
particles is reduced.
 
Unwanted reflections 
and scattered light are 
blocked.

Light-sensitive particle

Emulsion particle

Red-sensitive
 layer

Light control layerAbsorption

Green-sensitive
layer

LightLight 
scattering

The upper layers 
cause light 
scattering, and 
blurring occurs 
because the image 
is widened in 
relation to the 
projected profile.

As has been explained in the preceding sections, in order 

to create ETERNA-RDI, the ideal film for recording, the 

authors of this report developed Super Nano Cubic Grain 

Technology and Super Efficient Light Control Technology, 

took advantage of the effects of these technologies to the 

greatest extent possible, and designed the film so that the 

technologies would complement and enhance each other.

Conclusion5. 

The motion picture workflow is developing and changing 

each year, and digital intermediate systems are now becoming 

common.  The advance of digital technology is striking, 

but if we observe the motion picture production process 

from filming to theater presentation, it is clear that hybrid 

systems that combine analog and digital technologies are 

still evolving.  Even now, the majority of filmings and theater 

presentations use film, and it is likely that technologies and 

products that connect the analog and the digital will continue 

to play a vital role into the future.  In order to contribute 

to the development of cinema culture, we have engaged in 

wholehearted discussions with people in a variety of fields of 

the motion picture industry, and have been able to bring a new 

product to the world that is the first of its kind.  ETERNA-

RDI has received much attention from the industry ever 

since it was first introduced, and it has already been used in 

such motion pictures as New Line Cinema’s “The Golden 

Compass,” Toei’s “Kamen Rider Den-O the Movie,” and 

Toho’s “Naruto: Shippuden 5.”  We hope that this product will 

contribute to the popularity of future motion pictures and to 

visual technology and culture.  In closing, we would like to 

thank all of the people who helped guide us in our research 

and all of the people who were involved in the development of 

ETERNA-RDI.
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Abstract

We have developed a new image retrieval engine called “TRIPIT” to search relevant images from a 
keyword that will satisfy more than 70% of users with the search results.

In this paper, we introduce the structure and procedure of development of the technology behind 
“TRIPIT”.

Introduction1. 

We have developed a relevant image search engine 

called TRIPIT that can search for relevant images using an 

ambiguous idea as a start point.  TRIPIT is a technology that 

identifies the relevance between tags attached to images and 

can search for images related to the input tag.  The TRIPIT 

relevant image search engine is a step towards a world where 

anyone can search for the information they want without 

influence from the clarity, or lack thereof, of the search term 

or the user’s search ability.

In this paper, we discuss the development background, issue 

and hypothesis formulation, technical summary, experiment 

and evaluation methods, results, and considerations related to 

TRIPIT.

TRIPIT Development Background2. 

In recent years, along with the popularization of the 

Internet and digital consumer electronics, large images 

and other large size digital contents (hereafter collectively 

referred to as contents) have come to be in wide circulation.  

At the same time, searching for these contents has become 

part of daily life for not only users knowledgeable about 

information technology, but for men and women of all ages.  

The prevailing method for searching for contents is the 

keyword search.  The user inputs keywords, and contents 

containing matching keywords are returned.  However, in 

order to search for contents with this method, the user must 

specify a clear keyword that specifies the item to search for.

On the other hand, if we look at the real world, it is not 

always the case that searching is done with a clear target 

from the start.  Users often begin searching from an unclear 

idea.  Let’s take shopping as a typical example.  When people 

go shopping, it is often the case that even if they do not have 

something clearly in mind that they want to buy, they find 

something that they potentially want while browsing through 

all the items lined up in the store.  For example, people may 

go shopping for winter clothing with the plan to purchase a 

trench coat or a down jacket, only to return with a sport jacket 

that piqued their interest.  Cases such as this are hardly rare.

However, in searching for contents, there is no decisive 

search method that relies on feeling or the senses.  For users 

unaccustomed to searching, this is a large problem.

Issue and Hypothesis Formulation3. 

To deal with this situation, we made it our issue to find a 

way to make it possible for users to start with an ambiguous 

idea and search for the image that they potentially want.  We 

then hypothesized that it is possible to reach the image that 

the user potentially wants by repeatedly following connections 

between related images.  We developed the relative image 

search engine TRIPIT to prove this hypothesis.

There are many methods to accomplish this search 

engine.  One typical method is to search for similar images.  

But, the problem with this search method is its slow search 

speed, because it requires image processing.  Therefore, 

we focused our attention on tagged images on online photo 

sharing sites such as “Flickr” (http://www.flickr.com/). (The 

number of such images is rapidly increasing.)  Tags are 

keywords attached to an image.  Keywords that indicate the 

photographic subject or the circumstances around the time the 

photograph was taken are added by users as tags.  We chose 

the approach of searching for related images through the use 

of the linguistic relationship between image tags.

Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of TRIPIT.  The user 

inputs the tag “flower,” and TRIPIT outputs images such as 

those shown below that contain tags related to “flower.”

1) Images that contain the higher-category tag “vegetation.”

2)  Images that contain the lower-category tag “tulip” or 

“hydrangea.”
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3)  Images that contain the parallel-category tag “gardening” 

or “bird.”

As shown above, TRIPIT is a relative image search engine 

that allows the user to search for related images based on 

the relationship between image tags. The goal of TRIPIT is 

to allow users to reach the image that they potentially want 

by having the user first specify an ambiguous tag and then 

repeatedly following the connections between related images.

Term 
database

Image 
database

“Flower”Input tag

Image search engine

Output tags

Images that contain the 
higher-category 
“vegetation.”

Images that contain the 
lower-category “tulip” or 
“hydrangea.”

Images that contain the 
parallel-category 
“gardening” or “bird.”

Fig. 1  Conceptual diagram of “TRIPIT”.

Structure of TRIPIT4. 

Overall Structure4.1 

Fig. 2 shows the structure of the TRIPIT system.

TRIPIT uses an existing set of tagged image information 

as the search target and then presents the results of the relative 

search based on the image information.  The TRIPIT system 

has two major functions.

The first major function is registering contents.  In contents 

registration, the image information from an existing image 

database (DB) that you want to use as the basis of the search 

is transferred to TRIPIT via https and registered.  Image 

information refers to image IDs, tags, image URLs, and other 

such information.

The second major function is searching.  TRIPIT’s relative 

search function is packaged together with a REST Web API.  

When the user specifies a tag as the parameter and invokes 

the Web API, the image information relating to the specified 

tag is output in XML format.  You can display the related 

images based on the acquired related image information.

The point to take note of is that the exchanged information 

does not include the images themselves, only information such 

as the image IDs and tags is exchanged.  The major merit of 

TRIPIT is that because it carries out the relative image search 

based on the tags attached to the images, it does not exchange 

the images themselves and therefore creates a minimum 

amount of network traffic.  Another merit worth mentioning 

is that because you can add the relative search function as 

an add-on to an existing image DB, you can incorporate 

TRIPIT with minimum system changes.  We will next explain 

TRIPIT’s internal system structure and the thesaurus, a key 

component of TRIPIT.

Wikipedia 
article data

Search via the REST 
WebAPI

Contents Registration 
via https

Image DB Contents 
DB

Thesaurus

Website

External system TRIPIT

Fig. 2  Structure of “TRIPIT”.

Internal Structure4.2 

There are two DBs within the TRIPIT system.

The first DB is the thesaurus.  TRIPIT carries out image 

searches based on the tags related to the tag input by the user.  

TRIPIT uses the thesaurus to derive the related tags during 

the search.  A vast amount of tag relationship information is 

stored within the thesaurus.  The second DB is the contents 

database.  This DB records information regarding the images 

sent from external image databases that was registered during 

contents registration.

When a relative search is carried out via the Web API, 

the search is carried out by using the two DBs in the process 

shown below.

1) Search for tags related to the input tag in the thesaurus.

2) Search for image information in the contents DB that 

contains the related tag found in step 1.

3) Output the image information found in step 2 in XML 

format.

Thesaurus Construction4.3 

First, we developed a framework for constructing the 

thesaurus founded on the category information and the link 

information between items for data in a digital dictionary.  

Then, we used the online encyclopedia “Wikipedia” (http://

ja.wikipedia.org/) as the first subject for the thesaurus.  

When we made the aforementioned framework applicable to 

Wikipedia, we jointly conducted development with Yoichi 

Hara from Server Domain Inc., knowledgeable in the fields of 

language processing and DB engineering.
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on factors such as the type of association and whether or not 

there are reciprocal links between W1 and W2.  LinksToW1 

is the number of articles that link to W1.  Therefore, a word 

in the heading of an article that is linked to by many other 

articles has a low association rating with all of its associated 

words.  LinksFromW2 is the number of articles that are linked 

from W2.  Therefore, a word in the heading of an article that 

has many links to other articles has a low association rating.

Evaluation5. 

We developed TRIPIT as outlined in section 4, and to 

confirm its results, we installed the TRIPIT relevant search 

function into a live website and evaluated our hypothesis.

Selected Website5.1 

To perform the evaluation, we installed TRIPIT into the 

“photo library” website (http://www.photolibrary.jp/), which 

is administered by Photolibrary Co. Ltd..  “photo library” is 

a website where users can purchase photographs contributed 

by other users.  It is a site for selling photographs that is built 

on user participation.  From July 25, 2007 to September 30, 

2007, we carried out the experimental installation of TRIPIT 

on this website in a form that we will discuss later.  We 

selected “photo library” for our experiment for the following 

two reasons.  First, the items sold are images, and the website 

has a clear need for image searching.  Second, all images have 

already been tagged by the website’s users.

We will next explain the relevant search function provided 

by TRIPIT after installing it into the “photo library” website.

Related Tag Display5.2 

The related tag display is a function that displays tags 

related to the input keyword when the results from the 

keyword search are displayed.  The section outlined in red in 

Fig. 4 is the related tag display.

Fig. 4  Screenshot of related tags.

Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia.  Its greatest merit is 

that users can freely edit articles; as such it is an encyclopedia 

that is built on user participation.  A version of Wikipedia 

has been released for each language in the world.  As of the 

time of this writing, December 2007, approximately 440,000 

articles have been contributed to the Japanese version.  We 

will next discuss the method used to build the thesaurus from 

Wikipedia.

Wikipedia has a tree-shaped category structure, and every 

article belongs to one or more categories.  In addition, there 

is a link structure with links to other articles within article 

text.  The construction of TRIPIT’s thesaurus is based on 

Wikipedia's category structure and link structure.

Fig. 3 shows an outline of Wikipedia’s category and link 

structures as well as the method used to build the thesaurus.  

We will next outline the method used to extract higher-

category words, lower-category words, and parallel-category 

words in relation to the reference word.

Reference word

The category that contains 
the article with the given 
reference word

Higher 
category

Higher-category words

Parallel-category words

Lower 
category

Lower-category words Article

Category

Category link, shown from lower level to higher level

Article link

Fig. 3  How to make a thesaurus using Wikipedia.

All of the headings in the articles that belong to the 

category that is at the level above the category that contains 

the article with the given reference word are used as higher-

category words.  Only the category above the category that 

contains the article with the given reference word is used 

for extracting higher-category words.  The process does not 

recursively proceed to subsequent higher level categories.  

Similar to finding the higher-category words, all of the 

headings in the articles that belong to the category that is at 

the level below the category that contains the article with the 

given reference word are used as lower-category words.  The 

headings in the articles linked from the article that contains 

the given reference word are used as parallel-category words.

The thesaurus stores the type of associated word as well 

as the association rating that indicates the strength of the 

association.  The simplified formula used to calculate the 

score, that is, the association rating, between one term W1 

and its associated word W2 is as follows:

The seed is the initial value of the score and differs based 
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If the user clicks one of the displayed related tags, the 

system performs a further search based on the related tag.  By 

clicking on related tags, the user can search from one related 

image to another without inputting keywords.

Related Image Display5.3 

The related image display is a function that acquires and 

displays a group of images related to the current image that 

the user is viewing the details of.  The section outlined in red 

in Fig. 5 is the related image display.  If the user clicks one of 

the related images, the details page for the clicked image is 

displayed.  This feature allows the user to browse from one 

related image to another simply by clicking the mouse.

Fig. 5  Screenshot of related images.

Fig. 6  Screenshot of flash image search.

Flash Image Search5.4 

Fig. 6 shows a screenshot of the Flash image search.  This 

is one form of the TRIPIT installation.  The Flash image 

search uses an Adobe Flash program to provide interactive 

relative image search functionality.  This was a new page on 

the website created for the TRIPIT installation.

The images related to the image located in the center of 

the screenshot are displayed around the central image.  If the 

user clicks one of the related images, that image moves to 

the center, and related images are displayed around it.  If the 

user clicks the central image, the image magnifies, and the 

user can move to the details page for the image or a page that 

displays a list of other images that contain the same tags as 

this image.
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Results and Considerations6. 

To evaluate our hypothesis, we analyzed user access to the 

“photo library” website, and we held a survey for its users.

Results of Site Access Analysis6.1 

We analyzed 20,123,796 page views taken from 80 days 

prior to installing TRIPIT and 68 days after installing it.

The probability that a user clicked related tags from the 

keyword search page was 55.1%, showing that more than half 

of the users searched repeatedly on related tags when they 

performed a keyword search.  Fig. 7 shows the percentage of 

pages accessed after a flash image search.  From this result, 

in 95% of the cases when the user executed a flash image 

search, they next either performed a further search, such as 

a keyword search or an image search, or browsed, such as 

viewing the image details or viewing the magnified image.  

In only 5% of the evaluated cases did users leave the website 

after performing a Flash image search.

Based on the above results, our hypothesis that users would 

follow connections between related images was proven by the 

fact that many users did so in practice when TRIPIT was 

installed.

Keyword search

Other
5%

45% 50%
Image details

Fig. 7  Pages accessed after flash image search.

Results of the User Survey6.2 

We received completed surveys from 343 users.  Fig. 8 

shows the results of the survey.  First, to the question “Could 

you search for useful images with TRIPIT?”, 64% of the 

surveyed users answered “Yes.” Second, to the question 

“Could you find images that you did not originally plan 

to search for?”, approximately 80% of the surveyed users 

answered “Yes.” The results of this survey show that TRIPIT 

was a beneficial search method for many users.

Fig. 8  Questionnaire result of “TRIPIT”.

Could you find images that 
you did not originally plan to 
search for? 

No
36%

No
21%

Yes
79%

Yes
64%

Could you search for useful 
images with TRIPIT?

Considerations6.3 

From the results given above, we have confirmed our 

hypothesis for TRIPIT that it is possible to reach the image 

that the user potentially wants by repeatedly following 

connections between related images, and we have proven the 

technical validity of TRIPIT.

On the other hand, from the series of evaluations 

performed by Photolibrary Co. Ltd., there have been requests 

for improvement to areas including the following: the validity 

of related words, support for unknown words that do not exist 

in the thesaurus, and the processing speed of the Flash image 

search.  In addition, these requests have clarified some of the 

technical issues.

Conclusion7. 

Based on the goal of searching for an image that the user 

potentially wants from an ambiguous idea as a start point, we 

have developed the relevant image search engine TRIPIT that 

searches for related images through the linguistic relationship 

between tags.  From our experience of installing TRIPIT on a 

website for selling photographs, we have proven that TRIPIT’s 

relative image search contributes to allowing users to search 

for the image that they potentially want.

TRIPIT is not limited just to images; it is a generic 

technology that can be used for any tagged contents.  In the 

future, we plan to expand TRIPIT’s scope to include searching 

for movies, recommending merchandise on e-commerce 

websites, and other applications.

Future issues especially include improving the accuracy 

of the thesaurus that serves as TRIPIT’s fundamental 

technology and adding support for unknown words.  Along 

with investigating the technical issues given above, we also 

plan to investigate converting TRIPIT’s relative image search 

functionality into a commercial product.

(“Flickr,” “Wikipedia,” and “Adobe Flash” in this paper 

are the registered trademarks of Yahoo Inc., Wikimedia 

Foundation Inc., and Adobe Systems Inc. in the United 

States, respectively.  And “TRIPIT” is applied for trademark 

registration by FUJIFILM Corporation.)
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Very High Speed JPEG Codec Library

Arito ASAI*,  Ta thi Quynh Lien**,  Shunichiro NONAKA*,  and  Norihisa HANEDA*

Abstract

This paper proposes a high-speed method of directly decoding and scaling down high-resolution JPEG 
images to low-resolution and small ones, which achieves a dramatic improvement in speed. The algorithm 
has an insignificant problem which causes noise in the rightmost and undermost pixels of output images in 
some minor cases. We have worked out some methods to lessen this problem, while hardly slowing down the 
processing speed.

Experiment results show that our approach, including the above related work, has successfully achieved a 5 

to 10 times increase in speed, in comparison with methods using the de-facto standard JPEG library libjpeg.

Introduction1. 

In recent years there has been an increase in the creation 

and usage of large, high-resolution images due to the increase 

in the resolution of images that digital cameras and the 

cameras built into mobile phones can handle.  However, it is 

not easy to use these images because it takes processing time 

to decompress and display the high-resolution image data.  In 

particular, because the resolution of current devices is lower 

than these images, devices must follow the procedure of 

decompressing, scaling down, and displaying every time an 

image needs to be displayed.

The time spent decompressing, scaling down, and 

displaying these images is one of the most profound causes 

of the decrease in the usability of user interfaces that display 

a large number of thumbnail images at the same time such as 

lists of common images or search screens.

The main subject of this paper is the implementation 

of a high-speed conversion method that scales down and 

decompresses high-resolution JPEG data to low-resolution 

data by decimating Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

coefficients.  We will also present solutions to various 

problems related to this method.

The Cost of Decompressing and Scaling 2. 
Down JPEG Data

We based the work outlined in this paper on libjpeg of 

the Independent JPEG Group (IJG) to reach the desired high 

speed conversion.  Fig. 1 shows the time cost for an orthodox 

JPEG decompression to RGB bitmaps using libjpeg.  From 

this graph we can see that the time required to decompress 

JPEG data relies heavily on the number of pixels in the 

decompressed image.

Fig. 1  Orthodox JPEG decompression to RGB bitmaps.

Original paper (Received December 20, 2007)

 * Internet Business Development Division

  New Business Development Division

  FUJIFILM Corporation

  Senzui, Asaka, Saitama 351-8585, Japan

 ** FUJIFILM Software Co., Ltd.

  Manpukuji, Asou-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 215-0004, 

Japan
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time and minimize the amount of memory used.  Due to 

the nature of DCT, by retaining only the DCT coefficients 

for low frequency components and taking the inverse DCT 

of the orders that correspond to the remaining coefficients, 

one can obtain scaled decompressed data.  Like the butterfly 

operation for the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a high-speed 

inverse DCT is known for performing 1/2n scaling.  By using 

this inverse DCT, 8 × 8 blocks can be directly scaled and 

decompressed to blocks of size 1 × 1, 2 × 2, or 4 × 4.  The 

scaling ratio is 1/8, 2/8, or 4/8 respectively.  This is called 

1/2n scaled decompression.

Let us move forward and consider the cases where the 

scaling ratio is 3/8, 5/8, 6/8, or 7/8.  Because the high-

speed inverse DCT was not known for these cases, even if 

scaled decompression were carried out, the inverse DCT 

computation would become a bottleneck, thus removing 

any merit from the procedure.  We invented a high-speed, 

nth-order (n = 3, 5, 6, and 7) inverse DCT algorithm.  This 

algorithm makes it possible to perform high-speed JPEG 

decoding while scaling down and decompressing with a 

ratio of n/8.  Together with the 1/2n scaled decompression 

discussed previously, we have realized a way of achieving n/8 

scaled decompression.  Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the time 

costs between this method and the method of decompressing 

the data to full scale and using the BiCubic method (via SSE) 

for scaling.  As can be seen from this graph, we achieved a 2 

to 6 times increase in speed.

Fig. 4  n/8 Scaled JPEG decompression (fixed input size1600×1200).

Various Problems at the Edge of Images4. 

Padding4.1 

As discussed earlier, JPEG data is processed in units of 

8 × 8 pixel blocks.  When the image width or height is not a 

multiple of 8, the image is padded out to the next multiple of 

8.  There is no clear standardized definition that states what 

kind of data should be used for padding.

In normal JPEG decompression, the entire image, including 

padding, is decompressed, and then the padding data is cut off 

based on the original number of pixels.  However, because the 

padding cannot be cut off to an accuracy of one pixel in our n/8 

Figs. 2 and 3 show the time cost of scaling down a high-

resolution, decompressed image to a fixed resolution.  We 

used an interpolation algorithm based on the BiCubic method 

for the scaling algorithm.  Because this algorithm was built 

around the use of the inner product computation through 

convolution, SIMD instructions, representative of SSE2, 

were very effective, and we were able to gain a 3 to 5 times 

performance increase.  From these graphs, we can see that 

the cost of scaling down the image relies heavily on both the 

number of pixels in the original image and the number of 

pixels in the image after scaling.

Fig. 2  RGB bitmap scaling (fixed output size QVGA).

Fig. 3  n/8 RGB bitmap scaling (fixed input size 1600×1200).

Scaled Decompression through DCT 3. 
Coefficient Decimation

JPEG data is obtained by applying a DCT to 8 × 8 pixel 

blocks and applying lossy compression in the frequency 

domain.  For decompression, one would expect to execute the 

inverse DCT for the calculated DCT coefficients.  However, 

to produce the final scaled down image, decompressing 

the DCT coefficients of the high frequency components 

that are not included in the scaled down image amounts to 

unnecessary work.  By decimating the DCT coefficients to 

contain only the necessary frequencies and decompressing 

the JPEG, one can cut down on this unnecessary processing 
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Additionally, we chose spatial averaging for the scale-

down algorithm because the frequency response obtained by 

DCT coefficient decimation is closer to that obtained by this 

algorithm than those obtained by the BiCubic or BiLinear 

methods, and this algorithm provides the highest level of 

consistency with the original image, even for edge blocks.

Let us next consider this method’s cost in terms of 

processing time.  If the width or height of an image is not a 

multiple of 8 pixels, we cannot make use of the merits of the 

high-speed n/8 scaled decompression for blocks on the lower 

edge or right-hand edge of the image.  However, for an image 

with a total number of pixels S, the number of edge blocks is 

of the order S.  In other words, the higher the resolution of 

the original image, the lower the percentage of edge blocks.  

That is to say, if the original image is large enough, the time 

cost of the method outlined above becomes insignificant.  For 

example, all of the edge blocks in a 2-megapixel image make 

up less than 1.2 percent of the total image.

Resolution Problems with Edge Pixels4.2 

Due to the nature of the n/8 scaled decompression 

algorithm that it decompresses an 8 × 8 pixel block to an 

n × n pixel block, the scaling ratio exactly matches n/8.  

However, when the width or height of the original image is 

not a multiple of 8 pixels, you can not properly attain width 

and height that are scaled by n/8 due to rounding errors.  The 

question then, is where do these rounding errors go?

In the discussion given in the previous section, padding 

data was re-created and then cut off after the n/8 scaling.  In 

other words, the one-pixel border adjacent to the padding 

pixels along the right-hand and bottom edges of the image 

is scaled down and output together with the copied padding 

element.  This means that the rounding error in n/8 scaling 

is completely contained in this one pixel border around the 

right-hand and bottom edges.  To put this differently, the 

scaling ratio of these edge pixels is not consistent with the 

scaling ratio of all other areas.

This result causes a phenomenon in which the frequency 

components very close to the scaling ratio for edge pixels and 

those for other pixels are different.  Fig. 7 shows an actual 

scaled decompression, the effect of the padding can be seen on 

the right-hand and bottom edges of the image.  See Fig. 5.

Fig. 5  Sample image with padding error.

Fig. 6 shows the theory behind this phenomenon.  In the 

figure, the image width is 1 pixel greater than a multiple of 

8.  The right-most block contains 1 pixel column of correct 

image data and 7 pixel columns of padding data.  If, for 

example, this image underwent 1/2 scaled decompression, the 

scaled down 4 × 4 pixel block produced by DCT decimation 

includes the result of rounding up the decimal values while 

the remainder are cut off as padding data.  In the figure, 1 

pixel column is included in the result and the remaining 3 

pixel columns are cut off.  However, the image data of this 

1 pixel column included in the result contains 50% padding 

data, and this may become a problem.

The reason why the decimal values are rounded up is 

because it is not uncommon that practical JPEG data has a 

border that is 1 pixel wide, and it is undesirable to lose the 

border line due to truncation.

We used the following method to solve this problem.  We 

abandoned the use of n/8 scaled decompression for blocks that 

contain padding and processed these edge blocks as follows.  

First, perform a full-scale decompression in the standard 

manner to produce 8 × 8 pixel blocks.  Second, overwrite 

the padding pixels with edge pixels from the image.  Third, 

perform an n/8 scaling using spatial averaging.  Fourth, cut 

off undesired parts of the image.  There is a reason why 

padding is not cut off after the full-scale decompression.  If 

padding was cut off after the full-scale decompression, and 

the image was then scaled down to a fixed resolution, this 

block’s scaling ratio would no longer exactly match n/8 due to 

rounding errors.

Fig. 6  Principle of padding-blended error.
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Table 1.  We can see that the effect on processing time is very 

small as long as the goal is high-speed processing of high-

resolution images.

Table 1  Elapsed Time for1/8 Scaled Decompression.

Input Image before (ms) after (ms) rate 

633 × 473 2.46 2.61 106% 

1273 × 953 8.53 9.46 111% 

1593 × 1193 12.31 12.69 103% 

2297 × 1721 21.96 22.74 104%

JPEG Encoder5. 

Up to the previous chapter, this paper has discussed a 

method to decompress high-resolution JPEG data to RGB 

bitmaps.  However, there is a great need to convert high-

resolution JPEG data into low-resolution JPEG data.

In this chapter, we will introduce YCC processing as a 

method that provides an even faster high-speed conversion 

to meet these needs.  JPEG data is converted from the RGB 

color space to the YCC color space, and the DCT is performed 

in the YCC color space.  Furthermore, it is common to 

subsample and save the Cr and Cb components to compress 

the JPEG data.  For JPEG data with YUV420 subsampling 

applied, the Cr and Cb components have half the resolution of 

the original image, which is one fourth the original size.  In 

other words, compared with decompression in the RGB color 

space, the output data size in YCC decompression (if the 

output data size from an RGB decompression is 3) is 1 + 1/4 + 

1/4 = 3/2.  This method reduces the size to one half.  Because 

you can eliminate the process of changing from YCC to RGB 

during decoding and changing from RGB to YCC during 

re-encoding, this method makes even faster speeds possible.  

If your desired resolution is not n/8, you can obtain YCC data 

at the desired resolution by scaling down each plane in the 

YCC color space via the BiCubic method.  You can input the 

result directly into a JPEG encoder.

The improvement in time cost to obtain a low-resolution 

JPEG image from a high-resolution JPEG image via this 

method is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 JPEG decompression-QVGA scaling-JPEG compression 
sequence.

example of this phenomenon.  As you can see, the pattern in 

the line of pixels along the right-hand edge of the image is 

different.  The theory behind how this phenomenon occurs is 

explained in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7  Sample image with rounding error.

Fig. 8 Influence of rounding error margin in the right-hand edge 
of image.

By its nature, this problem cannot be resolved.  However, 

we used the following algorithm to reduce its effects.

First, calculate image S via the n/8 scaled decompression 

method described in previous chapters (round up all decimal 

values).

Second, prepare image buffer K whose size is obtained by 

rounding to n/8th the original size. Copy S into K.

Third, calculate the actual weighting of the edge pixels in 

S (the decimal portions), carry out proportional division with 

the adjacent pixels, and calculate the modified pixel values.

Fourth, overwrite the edge pixels in K with the pixel values 

calculated above.

This algorithm corrects the over-contribution of the 

original image due to the scaling ratio of the edge pixels 

differing from the scaling ratio of all other pixels.  It also 

controls the phenomenon of only the edge pixels being 

emphasized because they share their pixel data with the 

adjacent pixels.

The increase in processing cost for this procedure is 

relatively small when considered in the same way as the 

previous section.

Effects on Processing Time4.3 

The increase in time cost due to corrections for the edge 

blocks and edge pixels discussed in this chapter is shown in 
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Bit Rate Control6. 

To provide JPEG images for devices such as mobile phones, 

it is necessary to define a limit for the size of JPEG data files.  

The size of JPEG data files changes based on the number of 

pixels and the quantization coefficient.  The factor that can 

be externally manipulated is the quantization coefficient.  

The size of a JPEG data file and the image quality can 

be controlled by increasing or decreasing this coefficient.  

However, the relationship between the quantization coefficient 

and the bit rate is complicated, and because the number of 

pixels greatly affects this relationship, it is not possible to 

predict the quantization coefficient in advance.

Therefore, to control the bit rate of JPEG data, a binary 

search based on approximation metrics must be performed, 

and a quantization coefficient that falls within the desired 

range must be repeatedly searched for.  The conversion 

of RGB to YCC and the DCT conversion need only to be 

performed once in the procedure in which the quantization 

coefficient is repeatedly changed through the logic processing 

sequence of the JPEG encoder as shown in Fig. 10.  These 

initial steps can be excluded from subsequent repetitions.  

As shown in Fig. 11, the time spent processing the DCT 

coefficients is about 20 percent of the total time cost for the 

JPEG encoding.

Conclusion7. 

This paper has shown that through the use of various 

methods, we have made it possible to decompress high-

resolution images to high-quality, low-resolution images 

at high speeds, and then display the images or re-encode 

them in the JPEG format.  In addition, our method avoids 

deterioration of the image quality visible in the edge pixels.  

Benchmarks from these conclusions are shown in Figs. 12 

and 13.  In cases where the scaling ratio is not n/8, we have 

employed a 2-step scaling process that makes use of the SSE 

implementation of the BiCubic method.  As a result, there is a 

visible difference between the n/8 points and all other points 

in Fig. 13.

Fig. 10  Compression sequence and retrying pattern.

Fig. 12  Time required to convert JPEG into QVGA. Fig. 13 Time required to compress 1600×1200-sized JPEG into 
each size.

Fig. 11  Percentage of elapsed time for each JPEG compression sequence.
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As discussed in this paper, we have achieved a 5 to 10 

times increase in speed in terms of the processing time cost 

for the scaled decompression of high-resolution images and 

the creation of JPEG thumbnail images.  This technology 

is currently employed in FUJIFILM Corporation’s image 

conversion service designed for mobile phones, Keitai Picture.  

It is also applicable for, and is used in, various other fields 

such as high-speed scaling of images down to display size on 

devices such as mobile phones and high-speed production of 

images for thumbnail lists.  We intend to expand the use of 

this technology to even more image applications in the future.
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Eco-Friendly Fountain Solution for Offset Printing

Hideyuki HATTORI*  and  Kuniharu WATANABE*

Abstract

The basic nature of offset printing is repulsion between oil (ink) and water (fountain solution). Regarding 
the fountain solution, its key function is said to depend on its low dynamic surface tension and high viscosity, 
which come from VOC compounds in it. And it is well known that when replacing VOC by other compounds, 
it is very difficult to achieve the same value of surface tension and viscosity.

However, we found that surface tension and viscosity is not actually essential for the fountain solution and 
thus we were able to create a novel formula composed of only non-VOC components.

Introduction1. 

The worldwide concern over the global environment has 

been growing in recent years.  In Japan, too, to reduce CO2 

and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), there have been 

various promotion activities including legal restrictions, 

the introduction of information disclosure system in which 

eco-friendly products could be evaluated, the addition of 

economic incentives (such as environmental tax) and the 

encouragement of voluntary efforts.

In the offset printing industry, too, especially regarding the 

type of ink, printed materials using soybean oil or non-VOC 

inks have been increasing.  This time, the paper reports our 

attempt to replace the conventional VOCs by non-VOCs to 

make fountain solution more eco-friendly.

It has been many years since the continuous water supply 

system became the main stream in the supply of fountain 

solution for printing.  To produce a sufficiently high printing 

performance with this water supply system, isopropyl 

alcohol (IPA) has been commonly used as is generally 

known.  However, this IPA is categorized in the Organic 

Substances specified in Ordinance on Prevention of Organic 

Solvent Poisoning (1989) under the Industrial Safety and 

Health Law and the reduction of its use has been demanded 

internationally.  Today, the fountain solutions used commonly 

in the market are composed of alkyl ether solvents of ethylene 

glycol or propylene glycol that can perform the function of 

IPA.  However, as these solvents are VOCs, it is hoped to 

develop some eco-friendly technology capable of replacing 

them.

Function of Fountain Solution2. 

The functions of fountain solution are the supply of 

sufficient amount of water to printing plate, protection of 

aluminum surface as printing plate, addition of wettability 

and the physical property control when mixed with ink.  In 

addition, in some printing-plate material, the function to add 

the ink filling property is included.  Among these functions, 

the supply of sufficient amount of water to printing plate is 

essential for forming ink images on the printing plate.  Today, 

in the mainstream printing machines, water is supplied in the 

state of uniform thin water layer through more than one roller 

that rotate at high speed.  The reason that the addition of IPA 

to fountain solution was effective has been considered to be 

due to the following two functions: (1) Increased wettability 

of rollers and printing plate due to decreased surface tension 

and (2) Increase in the passing amount through rollers by 

increased viscosity. 1), 2), 3)  In fact, it can be noticed that if 

IPA is added to water, the physical properties of the water 

change as shown in Fig. 1.

In aiming to achieve non-use of VOCs for fountain 

solution, it was a big study theme how to secure this printing-

plate water.
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Fig. 1  Surface tension and viscosity.
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Design of Non-VOC Fountain Solution3. 

In an attempt to design a non-VOC eco-friendly fountain 

solution, there is a fundamental difficulty to overcome from 

the viewpoint of dynamic surface tension and viscosity.

Dynamic Surface Tension3.1 

Fig. 2 shows a static/dynamic surface tension map for 

water, 10% IPA aqueous solution and 2% diluted commercial 

fountain solutions.  To maintain the wettability on a printing 

machine rotating at high speed, a design to lower the dynamic 

surface tension is being introduced.  As a material to lower 

the static surface tension, it is possible to use a surfactant 

besides water-soluble organic solvents (commonly VOCs).  

Meanwhile, to lower the dynamic surface tension, the use of 

only surfactant is not sufficient in many cases.  The molecules 

of surfactant can lower the surface tension of solution through 

their orientation in the gas-liquid interface.  However, in a 

dynamic state where new interfaces are continuously formed, 

the speed of their orientation to the surface is not high 

enough.  Therefore, to lower the dynamic surface tension, 

the use of organic solvents with a low molecular weight and 

a high orientation speed is effective.  In Fig. 2, those showing 

lower levels of dynamic surface tension tend to have higher 

solvent concentrations.  Accordingly, from the viewpoint 

of lowering dynamic surface tension it can be said that the 

design of non-VOC fountain solution is not easy.
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Fig. 2  Static/Dynamic surface tension map.

Viscosity3.2 

It is said that the passing amount of f luid through 

pressurized rollers increases with increasing viscosity (EHL 

theory).  However, as a diluted fountain solution of about 2 

percent is generally used in Japan, it is not possible to keep 

a sufficiently high viscosity at the concentration of actual 

fountain solution even if a viscosity improver is used.  Fig. 3 

shows the viscosity of our company's fountain solution and 

that of Company A's fountain solution of which stock solution 

viscosity is the highest in Japan (35 cp).  At a concentration of 

2 percent, there is little difference in viscosity between those 

two.

In the design of non-VOC fountain solution, it was 

aimed to obtain the same level of performance at a diluted 

concentration of about 2 percent as in the case of the existing 

fountain solution.  On the other hand, IPA is used at a 

concentration of about 5 percent and used together with the 

fountain-solution's stock solution of about 2 percent.  Its 

viscosity is set at higher levels.  To achieve the same viscosity 

level as this only with 2% non-VOC fountain solution, it is 

necessary to design the viscosity of stock solution to have an 

extremely high value.
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Our company's fountain solution
IPA

<Elastohydrodynamic lubrication model (EHL theory)>

Nip passing amount

Constant

Fig. 3  Dosage and viscosity.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of fountain-solution viscosity on 

the amount of water on the printing plate that was actually 

measured on a printing machine.  The amount of water 

was measured by installing infrared sensors in the printing 

machine, measuring the absorbance of ref lection and 

expressing the measured values in g/m2 using a calibration 

curve.  The individual sensor measures the same area on the 

printing plate once per rotation of the plate cylinder.  The 

individual point in the figure indicates the mean value of 

approximately 100 measuring points.

When the viscosity of fountain solution was increased 

using a viscosity improver, the amount of water on the 

printing plate decreased unexpectedly, indicating that the 

design concept of increasing the viscosity is not necessarily 

effective.
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Fig. 4   Amount of water on the plate and viscosity.
{Measured by DMS (grapho metronic)}

For the reasons stated above, it can be said that those two 

parameters are not useful for the design of non-VOC fountain 

solution from the viewpoint of dynamic surface tension 

and viscosity that are controllable by IPA and have been 

considered the basic factors in the design of fountain solution.

Eco-friendly Fountain Solution "Non-VOC 4. 
Ecolity"

A non-VOC fountain solution (non VOC Ecolity) we 

have developed solved this difficult problem.  Instead of 

physical properties such as surface tension or viscosity, 

we took notice of the structural factors of components and 

designed its formulation from the viewpoint of materials.  

As shown in Fig. 5, for example, we have found a non-

solvent substance with which the amount of water on the 

printing plate can be increased simply by increasing the 

concentration of components.  However, as shown in Table 

1, at the concentration of fountain solution actually used for 

printing (2%), the non VOC Ecolity is higher in dynamic 

surface tension and not that higher in viscosity compared 

with those of the representative product using our company's 

solvent (VOC).
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Water scale setting of printing machine

Fig. 5 Amount of water on the printing plate and substance 
concentration.

 {Measured by DMS (grapho metronic)}

Table 1  Physical Properties of Fountain Solution

non VOC Ecolity 
2% dilution

Product using VOC 
2% dilution

IPA 10%

Dynamic surface 
tension (dyn/cm)

60.2 49.0 41.4

Static surface tension 
(dyn/cm)

45.8 33.4 41.9

Viscosity (cp) 1.29 1.25 1.97

Fig. 6 shows the measured amount of water on the printing 

plate on a printing machine using "non VOC Ecolity".  In 

the figure, it is apparent that the amount of water on the 

printing plate when non VOC Ecolity is used is equal to that 

of our company's fountain-solution product containing VOC 

components.  In addition, in the comparison of water-scale 

lower-limit values where the ink scumming and on printed 

paper and the entangled soiling of halftone dots occur, it has 

the same level of performance.
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Fig. 6 Amount of water and ink on the printing plate.
 {Measured by DMS (grapho metronic). Not only the 

amount of water on the non-image area, but the amount of 
water and ink on the image area was also measured.}

Conclusion5. 

In this study, the design of fountain solution has been 

carried out not from the viewpoint of dynamic surface tension 

and viscosity that have been considered important but by 

taking notice of the molecular-structural factors of materials.  

In the future, we will study this topic by expanding our 

perspective from the molecular structure to micro and macro 

physical properties.
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Development of Label-free Affinity Perceptive System AP-3000
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Abstract

We have recently developed a label-free screening system for drug discovery. The system is based on 
the SPR (Surface Plasmon Resonance) phenomenon. We combined Fujifilm’s technologies used in surface 
chemistry, organic chemistry, optical sensing, plastic molding, microfluidics, etc. into this product. This 
system is the highest speed SPR automatic detection system with throughput of 3,840 per day. The sensitivity 
is sufficient to detect small compounds with Mw 100 Da binding to immobilized protein on a sensor surface. 
These features meet Random Library Screening and Fragment-based Drug Discovery requirements.

Introduction1. 

We have developed an AP-3000 label-free affinity 

perceptive system for drug discovery, which provides the 

world’s highest sensitivity and throughput.  The system is 

based on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) phenomenon, 

which is one field of near-field optics (Figs. 1 and 2).  This 

system is a product intended for screening for drug discovery, 

a new market to our company. We built it, applying a variety 

of technologies that our company possesses.  In this report, 

we present the developmental background, technical features, 

and application data of AP-3000.

Fig. 1  AP-3000. Fig. 2  Sensor stick.
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Developmental Background2. 

As shown in Fig. 3, flow processes of the development of 

drugs and medicines may be divided into (1) target ID (selection 

of target proteins), (2) screening (search for hit compounds), 

(3) lead generation (selection of lead compounds), (4) toxic 

test, and (5) clinical trial.  In these processes, searching for hit 

compounds, a large scale screening is carried out to screen a 

pharmaceutical company’s compound library to identify the 

compounds that bind to a target protein (Primary screening).  

In the primary screening, a method called functional assay is 

generally used, and hit compounds are detected by a labeling 

method utilizing fluorochromes, RI, etc.  However, this method 

often faces the problems that there are targets for which it 

is difficult to develop assays, and also that it causes many 

false positives. Thus, users in this field have been anxious 

for the introduction of a technology that enables the primary 

screening on a label-free basis.  In response to such a need, our 

company developed the label-free affinity perceptive system, 

AP-3000 by combining our proprietary capabilities in near-

field optics, organic chemistry, optical sensing, plastic molding, 

microfluidics, etc.

Fig. 3  Process of drug development.

Principle of Surface Plasmon Resonance 3. 
(SPR) 1)

As illustrated in Fig. 4, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), 

the basic principle of AP-3000, is described in this section.  In 

a system consisting of a prism, metal film, and samples (target 

protein & candidate compounds), incident light irradiated 

through the prism onto the interface of the metal film induces 

the collective motion of free electrons called plasmon in the 

metal film by an electric field.  Assuming that the refractive 

index of the prism is n, the dielectric constant of the metal 

is εm, the dielectric constant of the samples is εs, and the 

incident angle of light through the prism onto the metal film 

interface is θ, the condition where the following equation (1) 

holds causes a resonance between the incident light and the 

plasmon called SPR.

Fig. 5  Sensor sticks. Fig. 6  Precise tips. Fig. 7  Immobilization kit.

n (ω/c) sinθ = (ω/c) [εm εs/(εm + εs)]1/2 .... (1)
 In the SPR, which occurs on the condition of total 

reflection, energy of the light binds to the collective motion of 

free electron inside the metal and is absorbed into the metal.  

This means that part of the reflected light is attenuated.  

When this reaction occurs in the samples on the surface of the 

metal, the dielectric constant is altered and θ is also altered 

(θ1 to θ2).  Thus, the degree of the reaction can be estimated 

by measuring displacement of the dark line (θ∆).  This is 

the principle of SPR, which is Commercially applied to a 

biosensor for detecting biomaterial reactions on the interface 

of a solid layer.

Fig. 4  Principle of SPR.

Development of AP-30004. 

Product Configuration4.1 

AP-3000, consists of the consumables that are sensor 

sticks (Fig. 5), dedicated precise tips (Fig. 6), and protein 

immobilization kits (Fig. 7), and the main body that injects 

analyte solutions into the sensor stick and irradiates this 

sensor stick with light to detect SPR signals.  AP-3000 

is a label free screening system to detect small molecule 

compounds that bind to a target protein, and is applicable 

to a wide range of drug discovery, providing the following 

features: 

(1) To enable a 24-hour continuous run and high throughput 

by automatically carrying and loading the sensor sticks, 

precise tips, and analyte compounds-containing plates 

that are set up in the main body of AP-3000.

(2) To detect binding of small molecule compounds of 

about 100 Da through high sensitive technologies of 

optical sensing and data processing.
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(3) To prevent contamination and create ease of 

maintenance for the f low path system, by using 

disposable components for sensor sticks and precise tips 

that contact with analyte solutions.

Sensor Stick/Immobilization Layer4.2 

A sensor stick, called so because of its shape, is a sensor 

that combines (1) prisms, (2) protein immobilization layer, 

and (3) flow paths 2).

(1) A conventional problem of poor bonding that may 

occur between a glass prism and an immobilization 

layer is solved, by manufacturing a plastic prism with 

a plastic molding technology and directly binding it 

to the metal thin film and the protein immobilization 

layer.  Although making a plastic prism requires an 

ultra precise plastic molding technology, we succeeded 

in manufacturing it by applying the plastic lens 

manufacturing technology used for a camera called 

“QuickSnap”.

Fig. 9  Block diagram of AP-3000.Fig. 8  Procedure for immobilizing protein.

(2) The immobilization layer is composed of the following 

2 types of surface: the amine coupling surface which 

binds covalently to the amino group of the proteins 

and the avidin surface that binds to the biotin tag 

attached to the protein.  By using a immobilization kit 

dedicated to each type of the surface, determination 

of the immobilization condition, screening, etc. can be 

performed (Fig. 8).

(3) The f low path, with a volume of about 7 µL, is 

manufactured by resin molding.  This small volume 

reduces the consumption of proteins and compounds.

Main Body of AP-30004.3 

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the main body of AP-3000 is 

composed of the (1) SPR signal detection unit, (2) injection 

head unit, (3) stacker unit, (4) temperature control unit, and 

(5) integrated computer unit.  During the screening process, 

protein immobilization, measurement of compound binding, 

and calibration are done automatically (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10  Screening process.
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Injection Head Robot Unit4.3.2 

The injection head unit is composed of 12 injection 

nozzles, 12 injection pumps, and X/Y/Z stages in which the 

injection head moves, so as to dispense analyte, protein, and 

calibration solutions into the 6-channel flow paths of the 

sensor stick on a full automation basis. During a screening 

measurement, the unit dispenses analyte solutions prepared 

in a 384-well microtiter plate and running buffer solutions for 

screening alternately into the flow paths in the sensor stick.

 The injection into the flow path is done in a unique twin-

access manner which uses precise tips for both injection and 

discharge ports, and the flow of the solutions is formed in 

a stop-flow method (Fig. 12).  By stopping the flow of the 

solutions during measurement, the detection can be done with 

noises reduced.  Also, the pumps are independently controlled 

for the injection and discharge ports and inject only required 

amounts of solutions to reduce the amounts used, and enable 

measurement of activity via liquid recovery.

SPR Signal Detection Unit4.3.1 

As illustrated in Fig. 11, the SPR signal detection unit 

is composed of the light source unit, detector, and signal 

processing component. In order to do the 6 channel parallel 

detection, it irradiates the reverse side of the flow paths in 

the sensor stick with 12 rays of light (6 rays for measurement 

and 6 rays for reference) with high precision.  The reflected 

light from the reverse side of the flow paths is converted 

to electrical signals via CCDs set independently at every 

channel, correction is made, and the angle of the dark line is 

calculated with high resolution in real time. One resonance 

unit (RU), the measurement unit of the dark line angle, 

corresponds to an angular resolution that can distinguish 

volleyball at a distance of 100 km.  Thus, the main body 

of the system has a vibration isolating structure and is not 

influenced by external vibration, and further, the temperature 

control unit described below enables detection without the 

influence of environmental temperature changes.

Fig. 12  Stop-flow SPR measurement.

Fig. 11  Sensor stick and SPR detector.
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Fig. 13  Stacker unit.

Fig. 14  Binding data and sensorgram.

Stacker Unit4.3.3 

As shown in Fig. 13, the stacker unit can be loaded with 4 

sensor sticks, precise tips, and 10 384-well microtiter plates at 

maximum, which are carried, in an automatically sequential 

manner, to the access position of the injection head during 

the screening.  Also, from the onset of a measurement to the 

actual dispensing into the sensor stick, the protein solution is 

stored at ≤4°C to conserve its activity.  The running buffer 

and calibration solutions are circulated in the liquid collection 

component, which reduces the amount of solutions to be used 

and also minimizes the burden of preparing solutions.

Temperature Control Unit4.3.4 

Measurement by SPR is subject great ly to the 

environmental temperature.  Thus, the temperature control 

unit can maintain all measurement areas, including the SPR 

signal detection, stacker, and setting units, at a constant 

temperature, and further, the structure surrounding the 

measurement areas is constructed with insulating materials.

Integrated Computer Unit4.3.5 

The integrated computer unit controls the main body of 

AP-3000, edits the screening protocol, displays measurements 

in real time, and confirms the measurement results, and at 

the end of the measurement, transmits the data automatically 

through a network to an external computer for (Fig. 14).
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binding activity, and they are positive compounds (hits). 

For the compounds with a specific structure in the library, 

functional assay is performed to measure the enzymatic 

activity.  As shown in the Fig. 16, there is a good correlation 

between the binding and enzymatic activities.

Fig. 16  Correlation with functional assay.

Fragment Assay5.2 

Recently, fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) is being 

much discussed by many pharmaceutical companies as a 

method to improve efficiency for drug discovery.  Fragments 

are very small molecules with low pharmacological activities 

and simple structures, and received little attention in the past. 

The FBDD method uses fragments as a starting point for drug 

discovery, and by arranging them in unique ways, new drugs 

are designed.

It is expected to reduce the research and development 

cost through improvement in developmental efficiency.  

Assays based on the FBDD method are characterized by the 

following:

(1) Use compounds with very low molecular weight (≤100 

Da).

Specifications/Performance4.4 

Table 1  Specifications
Item Specification/performance

Sensor stick Available in packs of 1 or 4 sticks, plastic 
disposable sensor 6ch parallel detection, 
12 flow paths for 1 sensor stick

Precise tips 96 tips in 1 case

System main 
body AP-3000

Detection 
method

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

Function Detection, liquid handling, protein cooling 
preservation

SPR signal 
noise

approx. 0.5 RU
*  RU (Resonance Unit) corresponds to 

an angle of 10-4 degrees

Detection range 40,000 RU
(maximum immobilization of protein + 
signal level of DMSO 10%)

Detection 
performance

Compounds of ≥100 Da molar weight

Throughput Up to 3,840 analytes/day

Protocols Protein immobilization protocol
Screening protocol
Activity measurement liquid recovery 
protocol

Size
 (W x L x H)

1.5 m x 0.8 m x 1.85 m
(main body only; operating parts 
excluded)

Weight 600 kg

Power 100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 12A-6A

Application5.  3), 4)

Actual measurement results obtained by using AP-3000 

are presented below.

Random Library Screening5.1 

Fig. 15 shows the result of the actual measurement for 

3,840 compounds per day using a commercially-available 

compound library.

 As shown in the chart for the relationship between the 

binding activity (a value for a binding signal standardized by 

molecular weight) and the frequency, most of the compounds 

are concentrated around the zero % of binding activity and 

they are negative compounds (non-hits), and only a small % of 

the compounds screened are distributed in the area of higher 

Fig. 15  Screening data : Carbonic anyhdrase.

Fig. 17  Fragment binding assay.

Fig. 18  Correlation between binding activity and IC50.
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(2) Perform assays at high concentrations because of the 

low affinity.

These characteristics are disadvantageous in terms of 

sensitivity considering the principle of SPR, but AP-3000 can 

measure binding of fragment compounds as shown in Figs. 17 

and 18.

Conclusion6. 

AP-3000 is a product of a new concept called label-free 

screening for drug discovery.  To develop and commercialize 

such a product, we, R&D people, have understood that we 

need to create not only new technologies but also new values 

and markets, and have practiced accordingly.  We hope to 

communicate with the drug discovery research community, 

respond to its needs with our technologies, and continue to 

create new attractive products.

 On a final note, we gratefully acknowledge all those who 

helped us; our own people, the affiliated companies, and the 

researchers at drug discovery companies and universities, 

for the valuable contributions they have made toward the 

development of this system.
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Abstract

We fabricated a LPR (Localized Plasmon Resonance) sensor using ordered porous alumina. The 
fabricated nanostructure is very uniform and can be made using a simple process. These devices exhibit 
unique optical properties due to interactions between LPR and a thin film resonator. Finally, we demonstrate 
that this device can be applied to a biosensor using its LPR characteristics.

Introduction1. 

FUJIFILM Corp. has been conducting research and 

development of biosensing using nanophotonics.  In June 

2007, AP-3000 using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was 

developed for applications to drug screening.  Because SPR 

sensors can measure molecular binding without labeling, they 

are expected to serve as means suitable for observing antigen 

antibodies and the like in a non-labeling mode 1), 2), 3).

A prism is necessary to generate SPR, but localized 

plasmon resonance (LPR) that does not use a prism was 

recently found to be promising and a large number of research 

thereof has been conducted 4), 5), 6).  In LPR, it is important 

to achieve a technique for producing more uniform metal 

fine structure.  We have studied a method for realizing 

such a structure with ordered anodic porous alumina.  The 

present device structure demonstrated the possibility of 

using interaction of LPR and thin-film resonator effect to 

obtain novel optical properties that could not be previously 

obtained.  The possibility of applications to biosensors was 

also studied.  These phenomena were studied by experiments 

and simulation, and the results obtained are reported below.

Principle2. 

LPR has attracted attention as a simple small-scale 

biosensor technology that has an optical system simpler than 

that of SPR (because no prism is required), simplifies two-

dimensional arrangement of sensor units, and can improve 

throughput.  The LPR is demonstrated when metal particles 

of a size from several tens of nanometers to several hundreds 

of nanometers are irradiated with light and free electrons 

contained in the metal oscillate in resonance with a frequency 

of electromagnetic field of light.  The LPR conditions are 

determined by size of metal particles and dielectric constant 

of surrounding medium.  In LPR, an absorption peak 

appears at a resonance frequency.  By using sensitivity to 

the variations of dielectric constant around the particles and 

detecting variations in resonance frequency, it is possible to 

detect variations in substance or molecular binding within 

very small regions 7), 8), 9).  The principle is shown in Fig. 1.

Frequency

Detected by 
variations in 
resonance 
frequency

Frequency

Absorption peak is 
generated at resonance 
frequency

Ten odd nanometers to 
hundred nanometers

AntigenAntibody

LPR sensor
Concentration of 
free electrons and 
generated electric 
force lines

Metal microparticle

Incident 
light

Fig. 1  LPR (Localized Plasmon Resonance).

Device Fabrication3. 

We focused our attention on a method for producing 

a nanostructure in which ordered anodic porous alumina 

is a template as a method for producing uniform metal 

nanostructure.

Ordered Anodic Porous Alumina3.1 

Porous alumina is an oxide film formed when aluminum 

is anodized in an acidic electrolytic solution, and a structure 

formed in this oxide film has fine pores of a nanometer order 

that are densely distributed therein.  The period, length, 

and diameter of fine pores in the porous alumina can be 

comparatively easily controlled.  Further, an alumina film 

formed on aluminum is transparent at a wavelength within a 
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range of from visible light to infrared radiation and can be 

easily used as an optical device.

Ordered anodic porous alumina used as a template will be 

described below.  Usually, when aluminum is anodized, fine 

pores are distributed randomly.  However, where anodization 

is carried out under predetermined conditions after initiation 

points have been formed on the aluminum surface, the 

ordered pores are formed.  The formation of initial initiation 

points can be performed by nanoimprinting or by using a 

form in which the initiation points are arranged in an ordered 

self-assembly in the bottom sections of fine pores during 

long-term anodization.  The latter method is called a two-

step anodization method, and because shape control by self-

assembling makes it unnecessary to use a casting die such 

as a mold, the process cost can be reduced and the treated 

surface area can be increased.  With consideration for utility, 

we selected the second method.  Fig. 2 illustrates a schematic 

diagram of the two-step anodization method 10).

(4) Re-anodization(3) Alumina 
dissolution

(2) Ordering at 
bottom surface

(1) Random pore 
formation

Fig. 2  Processes of ordered porous alumina.

The fine pore period P of the template depends on a 

voltage E of anodization and can be represented by equation 

P = 2.4 x E.  The fine pore diameter is experimentally found 

to be about 1/3 cell period.  The fine pore diameter can be 

enlarged by wet etching.  The aluminum film thickness is 

determined by anodization time and a film with a maximum 

thickness of several hundreds of microns can be produced 11).

Device Fabrication3.2 

The template used in the present report was subjected 

to first-step anodization for 5 hour under the following 

production conditions: 0.5M oxalic acid, voltage 40 V, liquid 

temperature 15˚C to obtain a fine pore period of 100 nm and 

then subjected to second-step anodization under the same 

conditions.  The second-step anodization time was changed 

to obtain a film thickness of about 100 nm to 500 nm and a 

pore diameter of 30 nm to 90 nm according to the test object.  

Gold was vapor deposited on the film to a thickness of 30 nm.  

Fig. 3 shows a SEM observation image.  Gold was formed as 

particles at the bottom of fine pores.  A gold film was also 

formed on the alumina surface and a gold nanomesh structure 

was formed.  A plurality of absorption peaks were confirmed 

to be present in the reflection spectrum of a visible range.  

We called the device obtained ADPAD (Anodic Porous 

Aluminum device).

Imaging view

Inside of fine poreBroken-out sectionTop view

SEM images of ADPAD

Fig. 3  ADPAD (Anodic Porous Aluminum Device).

Reflection Optical Characteristic of 4. 
ADPAD

In order to study optical characteristics of the ADPAD, an 

optical evaluation system shown in Fig. 4 was prepared and 

a reflection spectrum was measured.  The device was fixed 

with a cell-type holder so as to enable evaluation in liquid.  

The reflection spectrum was measured under illumination 

(incidence angle 10°) with a white parallel beam (xenon light 

source).

Xenon lamp

Polarizing plate

Window

LPR sensor device

Polychromator

Optical fiber

Sample solution

Fig. 4  Optical evaluation system.

A plurality of absorption peaks can be seen in a reflection 

characteristic of the ADPAD, as shown in Fig. 5.  The 

absorption peaks change depending on the alumina film 

thickness, and good match with the calculation results of 

simple thin-film interference cannot be obtained.  Further, 

if this reflection characteristic is considered only as a LPR 

characteristic, the fact that absorption peaks change even 

when the particle size or surrounding medium does not 

change contradicts the LPR characteristic.  We built up a 

hypothesis according to which LPR and an optical resonator 

effect in a thin film are mixed together to cause such an 

optical characteristic.  The principle of such a phenomenon is 

described below.

Film thickness = 330 nmFilm thickness = 230 nmFilm thickness - 130 nm

Fig. 5  Film thickness dependency of a spectrum.
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A simple model of ADPAD structure is shown in Fig. 6.  

The absorption peak generation principle is supposed to be 

based on a complex action of LPR absorption by gold particles 

formed at the bottom of fine pores and an interference effect 

created by a resonator formed by an aluminum base, a 

reflection layer of gold nanomesh at the outermost surface, 

and an intermediate transparent alumina layer.  These 

hypotheses were examined by 3D-FDTD simulation and 

the aforementioned principle was studied.  The results are 

presented below.

Local plasmon resonance + 
Resonator thin-film interference 
composite structure

Resonator thin-film 
interference

Local plasmon 
resonance

Fig. 6  Simple model of ADPAD.

Study of Principle on the Basis of 4.1 
Hypothetical Models

The principle was studied by computations performed with 

3D-FDTD.  Fig. 7 shows the computation model and results 

obtained.  The results obtained by computing the structure 

similar to that of the ADPAD with a model were used as a 

reference (blue line), and the reflection spectrum shape was 

compared for two hypothetical models: a model (red line) in 

which gold particles are present only in the fine pores and 

a model (yellow line) in which gold is present only on the 

surface.  The depth of fine pores in the model structure is 200 

nm and the fine pore diameter is 50 nm.

Resonator thin-film 
interference, 
surface Au absorption

No Au inside fine pores

Local plasmon 
resonance, 
Au absorption 
inside fine pores

No Au on the surface

No Au inside fine pores

Electric field 
intensity distributionNo Au on the surface

Fig. 7  The calculation result of the spectrum origin.

With the model shown in Fig. 7, it was found that 

the absorption on the long wavelength side originates in 

interference, whereas the absorption on the short wavelength 

side is the LPR absorption of gold particles.  In addition, 

the portion within a round symbol in the graph indicates 

the generation of LPR absorption originating in the gold 

nanomesh structure.  The computation results demonstrated 

that the spectrum included, as had been supposed, the LPR 

absorption and the interference absorption.

LPR and Resonator Effect4.2 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show computation results relating to 

reflection spectra obtained under variable alumina film 

thickness.

With the fine pore thickness of 0.28 µm shown in Fig. 8, 

the LPR absorption (close to 800 nm) and the interference 

absorption were independent.  When the fine pore depth was 

0.4 µm, the LPR absorption and the interference absorption 

coincided at a wavelength close to 800 nm.  However, the 

spectrum was split in two, without overlapping.  The two 

did not simply supplemented one another.  In Fig. 9, of 

the results obtained by fine computations of film thickness 

conditions, the absorption wavelength obtained by 

computation was plotted by blue points, the wavelength 

originating in interference absorption was plotted by a red 

line, and the LPR absorption wavelength was plotted by a 

blue line.  When the interference absorption wavelength and 

LPR absorption wavelength were separate, the respective 

absorption wavelengths matched theoretical values, and the 

spectra separated when the two absorption wavelengths came 

close to one another.

Fig. 10 shows the results obtained by measuring a 

reflection spectrum with an actual device in which film 

thickness conditions of ADPAD were finely changed and 

plotting the absorption wavelength in the same way as in Fig. 

9.  The device film thickness was calculated from the SEM 

image, and although it included an error, the measurement 

results obtained with the actual device also demonstrated 

that the plots tend to separate in a wavelength region (close 

to 780 nm) where the LPR absorption and the interference 

absorption match.  The blue line in the graph indicates a 

wavelength position where the LPR absorption is generated.  

As the fine pore diameter of the ADPAD decreases (in other 

words, the size of gold dot decreases, the wavelength at 

which the spectrum separation occurs shifts toward shorter 

wavelengths.

Thus, the LPR effect and the resonator effect are not 

completely independent and demonstrate some kind of 

interaction.  This is of great physical interest as a phenomenon 

indicating strong interaction of light (resonator) and electrons 

(plasmons) 12).
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and the device was immersed in an acetic acid buffer (pH 4.5) 

solution.  In this process, N-avidin solution (0.1 mg/ml) was 

added.  The spectra are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11   Experiment result in which protein 
combines are observed.

Here, the absorption spectrum in Fig. 11 is produced by 

LPR absorption.  The ADPAD was produced under structural 

conditions such that the LPD absorption and absorption 

caused by the resonator effect are independent.  The film 

thickness is 210 nm and the pore diameter is about 70 nm.

A spectrum shift is plotted in Fig. 12, in which time is 

plotted against the abscissa, and a shift amount is plotted 

against the ordinate.  A spectrum (point A) that has not 

changed when liquid replacement included only the buffer 

solution was detected as a spectrum shift of about ten odd 

nanometers after the N-avidin solution has been added 

(point C).  The plot results represent a kinetic curve that is 

apparently a binding reaction.  The shift amount remained 

the same even when washing with the buffer solution was 

performed after the bonding reaction.  This result indicates 

that a dielectric constant in the vicinity of gold surface 

changes and LPR conditions change because N-avidin has 

been bounded to modified SAM on the gold surface, rather 

than due to simple liquid exchange in the fine pores.

This shift amount is larger than that obtained with a similar 

LPR sensor that has been studied and reported outside the 

FUJIFILM Corp. and indicates high-sensitivity performance 

for a LPR sensor.  However, the detection sensitivity of the 

LPR sensor is by about two orders of magnitude worse than 

that of a SPR sensor and specific applications for LPR sensors 

have not yet been established.  This will be the object of 

future research of LPR sensors.
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Point C: 
Washing with 
buffer solution

Point B: 
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Point A: 
Replacement of 
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Fig. 12  Result of Fig. 5 x-axis as time.

Local plasmon absorption wavelength

Interference absorption wavelength
FDTD computed absorption wavelength plot

Fine pore depth 0.4 µmFine pore depth 0.28 µm

Fig. 9 The calculation result of the film thickness dependency of  
spectrum B.

Fig. 8 The calculation result of the film thickness dependency of  
spectrum A.
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Fig. 10   The experiment result of 
the film thickness dependency of a spectrum.

Performance of ADPAD as Biosensor5. 

In order to study performance as a biosensor, spectrum 

variations were studied in the case in which N-avidin 

(biotinated NeutrAvidin) was bounded.  First, a gold surface 

in the ADPAD was SAM treated with DDA (dithio dibtyric 

acid), then a carboxylic group of SAM was activated in a 

mixed solution of NHS (N-hydroxysuccinic acid imide) and 

EDC (N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carboimide hydrochloride), 
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Conclusion6. 

A gold nanostructure device ADPAD was produced 

using anodic porous alumina.  An absorption spectrum of 

ADPAD is produced by strong interaction of LPR absorption 

and a resonator effect and demonstrate specific optical 

characteristics.  Further, spectrum was confirmed to change 

under the effect of protein bonding and the possibility 

of creating a biosensor using the LPR characteristic was 

demonstrated.
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Abstract

We have developed two lifestyle-related disease-prevention supplements, namely “Metabarrier” and 
“Oxibarrier,” for FUJIFILM Corporation to release in October 2007.

“Metabarrier” is a supplement designed for the purpose of reducing internal organ fat. It consists of 
ingredients that impede sugar and fat absorption, and that promote fat burning. We have confirmed reduction 
in fat and improvement in enteric areas in our human trial subjects. “Metabarrier” is a mixture of salacia 
powder, red wine polyphenol, green tea extraction, onion skin extract, and chrome yeast. Among these, 
the featured element is salacia, an extract from the medicinal plant typically found in Sri Lanka, India and 
Thailand.

“Oxibarrier” is a strikingly unique blend of water and lipid soluble antioxidants that brings about 
unparalleled synergetic effects. Featured ingredient is our proprietary dry nano-emulsion of astaxanthin. We 
have confirmed its characteristic antioxidative effect in our human trial for 8 weeks.

Introduction1. 

Until now, FUJIFILM has been on the world's leading edge 

of the photo imaging field.

Resultant developed technologies are antioxidant 

technology, nano dispersion and stabilization technology, 

collagen peptide physicality control technology, and layer 

constitution technologies that optimize reactivity, reaction 

rates, diffusion of substances, and interactions of materials; 

these technologies are cutting-edge enough to apply to 

healthcare products (e.g., supplements, cosmetics).

With these backgrounds, FUJIFILM went into the 

healthcare field in September 2006, and has been marketing 

functional foods and functional cosmetics.  Regarding 

the functional foods, cosmetic foods intended for internal 

and external care along with cosmetics had initially been 

developed, but in response to recently growing consumer 

awareness to measures for lifestyle-related diseases, 

supplements designed to prevent lifestyle-related diseases, 

called “Metabarrier” and “Oxibarrier”, were developed and in 

October 2007 launched on the market.

On the development of these functional foods, “Metabarrier” 

was intended for those who are worried about metabolic 

syndrome but accidentally often eat excess calories or wish to 

improve their enteral environment; “Oxibarrier” was intended 

for those who get tired easily under much stress or wish to live 

a vigorous life by daily keeping themselves healthy.

Fig. 1  “Metabarrier” and “Oxibarrier”.
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Development of “Metabarrier”2. 

For a reason that specific medical checkups and specific 

health guidance in Japan began in April 2008, people pay 

increasing attention to metabolic syndrome.  According to 

the 2005 national health and nutrition survey in Japan by 

the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, about a half 

(increasing year after year) of those aged 40-74 years old fell 

into metabolic syndrome or potentially did.  Also, women 

were reported to tend to accumulate fats in internal organs 

easily as secretion of female hormones is decreased toward 

menopause.

As il lustrated in Fig. 2, the pathophysiology of 

metabolic syndrome is that accumulation of visceral fat 

causes abnormality of adipocytokine secretion to impede 

transportation of glucose by insulin (i.e., to increase insulin 

resistance), thereby causes a variety of abnormality such as 

type 2 diabetes, and further triggers arteriosclerosis to develop 

circulatory system disease such as myocardial infarction and 

stroke; and removing this visceral fat trigger is the first step 

to prevention of metabolic syndrome.

adiponectin   ,  TNF-� �  ,  PAI-1 �

Increase of 
inflammation and 

thrombi

Myocardial 
infarctionArteriosclerosis

HypertensionHyperlipidemiaImpaired glucose
 tolerance

Increase of insulin resistance

Abnormality of adipocytokine secretion

Accumulation of visceral fat

Fig. 2  Mechanisms behind metabolic syndrome.

Concept and Formulation2.1 

An important thing to prevent metabolic syndrome is not 

to accumulate visceral fat in the body.  Increase of visceral 

fat results from accumulation of excess sugars and fats after 

excess calories are taken in.  Although the best thing to 

decrease visceral fat may be to reduce the consumption of 

meals, reduction the total amount of meal consumption leads 

to reduction of intake of necessary nutrients, often resulting 

in being tired easily, worsened skin conditions, and unhealthy 

conditions.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, therefore, compounding of 

ingredients that impedes absorption of excessively eaten 

sugars and fats and further promotes burning of them were 

considered to be efficient for the prevention.

Citric
acid cycle

Intra-
mitochondria

Acetyl-CoA

Visceral fat

Fatty acid

Fatty acid

Fat
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Promotion of 
burning

Inhibition of 
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Inhibition of 
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α-glucosidase

Disaccharide
 (and nonhydrolyzed sucrose)

Carbohydrate

Monosaccharide (glucose)

Promotion of 
burning

[Absorption and metabolism of sugars and fats]

Energy

Electron 
transport chain

Fig. 3  Absorption and metabolizing route of carbohydrate and fat.

Based on these ideas, “Metabarrier” was formulated by 

compounding ingredients that slightly differ in effect on the 

body to select materials that can act on both sugars and fats.

- Ingredients -
Concentrated salacia extracts:

Act on sugars.

Red wine polyphenols:
Act on fats by the red wine effect, also known as the 

French paradox.

Onion skin extracts:
Contain polyphenols and quercetin which act on fats.

Green tea extracts:
Contain much catechin and act on both sugars and fats.

Chrome:
Is an essential mineral especially for dieting.

Salacia, the Main Ingredient2.2 

Salacia is a vine plant that grows naturally in the South 

Asian region such as India and Sri Lanka, and especially in 

Ayurveda, a system of traditional medicine native to India, 

had been prized as a specific remedy for diabetes mellitus and 

obesity mainly by royalties and aristocrats.  Recently, active 

ingredients in this plant have been found to be salacinol and 

kotalanol having α-glucosidase inhibitory activity (Fig. 4) 1), 2).

Salacinol Kotalanol

Fig. 4  Main chemical constituents of Salacia.
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Fig. 5 illustrates a mechanism that absorbs eaten 

carbohydrates into the body.  First, carbohydrates such as 

starch polysaccharides are hydrolyzed into disaccharides 

by amylase and then transported to the small intestine.  

These disaccharides (including originally nonhydrolyzed 

sucrose), which cannot be absorbed directly as they are, 

can be absorbed into the body only after hydrolyzed into 

monosaccharides by the enzyme α-glucosidase present in the 

epithelium of the small intestine.

Salacinol and kotalanol impede the absorption of 

disaccharides by inhibiting α-glucosidase present in the small 

intestine epithelium.  Then, unhydrolyzed or unabsorbed 

disaccharides are transported to the large intestine in an 

unchanged form to provide an improving effect on the 

enteral environment by an oligosaccharide-like effect (which 

improves the enteral environment via activity of good bacteria 

in the large intestine).

Unabsorbed oligosaccharide 
transported to large intestine 
to activate good bacteria

Large intestine …

Capillary
vessels

Glucose

Small intestine
epithelial cells

α-glucosidase

Salacia 
inhibits…

Disaccharides
Sucrose

Maltose

Amylase

Sucrose
Polysaccharides

Starch
Sugar derived from human diet

Monomeric sugar

Mechanism of sugar absorption

Fig. 5  Absorption mechanism of starch.

Besides Salacia, Guava tea polyphenols, mulberry leaves, 

and Gymnema leaves are materials that inhibit α-glucosidase 

or impede absorption of sugars, but Salacia has been reported 

to have the potent effects 3).

Evidence on Human Body2.3 

After 14 men and women who tended to be obese took 

in “Metabarrier” for 8 weeks, their body weight, abdominal 

circumference, and body mass index were measured for 

change before and after the intake period.  Fig. 6 shows the 

results.

* p<0.05    ** p<0.01    BMI = Height/(BW)2

(expressed as mean)

Women -0.9 kg* -1.2 cm -0.3*
Men -2.7 kg** -3.4 cm** -0.9**
Total -1.7 kg** -2.0 cm** -0.6**

BW change AC change BMI change

Body weight, abdominal circumference, 
and BMI before and after intake period

Fig. 6  Evidence of Metabarrier effectiveness.

As a result of this trial, decreases of body weight, 

abdominal circumference, and body mass index were observed 

especially in the men, demonstrating the effectiveness of 

“Metabarrier”.  As a general trend, men have more visceral 

fat and women have more subcutaneous fat, and visceral fat 

is thought to be metabolized more easily.  Because this trial 

was conducted in a short period, “Metabarrier” was presumed 

to exert more potent effects on men who metabolize fats more 

rapidly.

Furthermore, intake of “Metabarrier” was confirmed to 

change the enteral environment.  After 7 healthy men and 

women took in “Metabarrier” for 7 weeks, their feces were 

assayed before and after the intake period; as a result, it was 

found that in the feces, the amount ammonia was decreased 

and the pH dropped from around 6 to around 5.  An intestinal 

pH of around 5 is thought to help propagation of good bacteria 

such as lactic bacteria and inhibit inhabitation of bad bacteria 

such as coliform bacteria -- this is suggested by the decrease 

of ammonia, a product from bad bacteria.

Development of “Oxibarrier”3. 

Recently, the term “The body rusts” is often heard.  

Actually, active oxygen in the body is being found to rust 

the body to induce aging, lifestyle-related diseases, and 

cancer.  Active oxygen is generated naturally in the body 

(1%-2% of the respired oxygen is thought to be transformed 

to active oxygen) and is increased by stress, etc.  Furthermore, 

cases often observed recently are that electromagnetic waves 

radiated from mobile phones are absorbed into the body to 

generate active oxygen and that external radicals generated 

from smoking invade into the body.  Active oxygen may be 

divided into several types, typified by superoxide which is 

formed by oxygen respired into the body; hydrogen peroxide 

into which superoxide is decomposed by superoxide dismutase 

(SOD), an antioxidant enzyme in the body; hydroxyl radicals 

which are formed through reaction of superoxide and 

hydrogen peroxide with iron ion, etc.; and singlet oxygen 

which is generated through light excitation of oxygen present 

in the skin and eyes (Fig. 7).  In particular, hydroxyl radicals 

are the most toxic active oxygen that is suspected to cause 

cancer development, aging, and many other diseases.

To protect the body from such harms of active oxygen, it is 

effective to take in highly antioxidant foods daily.
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Of these ingredients against hydroxyl radicals, α-lipoic acid 

was employed for the formulation of “Oxibarrier” because its 

amphipathic property has been reported to affect both water- 

and fat-soluble substances to prolong their activity.

Development of Dry Nano Emulsion 3.2 
Composed of Astaxanthin

Astaxanthin, a carotenoid contained in Haematococcus 

algae, recently attracts much attention regarding its high 

antioxidant potency.  Astaxanthin eliminates singlet oxygen 

at about 90-fold faster rate than vitamin E and at about 

1,000-fold faster rate than coenzyme Q10, so is expected to 

prevent oxidation of bad cholesterol (low density lipoprotein-

cholesterol or LDL cholesterol) and arteriosclerosis of which 

active oxygen in the body is a cause and to improve damage 

to the skin caused by ultraviolet rays.

Astaxanthin is a fat-soluble substance that is more likely to 

be absorbed when dispersed finely and is difficult to handle 

in an oil form because needing to be mixed with minerals 

containing water-soluble or –insoluble ingredients, so for the 

design of “Oxibarrier”, a dry nano emulsion of astaxanthin 

was developed newly.  This dry emulsion was confirmed to 

have 1.6-fold higher absorbability than a conventional product 

by a rat experiment (Fig. 9).

Conventional product
Water-soluble astaxanthin emulsion
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Fig. 9  Effect of emulsion size on the absorbability of astaxanthin.

Evidence on Human Body3.3 

After 14 men and women who tended to be obese took in 

“Oxibarrier” for 8 weeks, their serum total antioxidant status 

(STAS) and lipid peroxide (LPO) were measured for change 

before and after the intake period.

STAS represents the total capability of serum to protect 

from harms of active oxygen, so higher value is desirable; 

LPO is the amount of blood lipid peroxidized by active 

oxygen, so higher value represents an undesirable condition 

of more oxidative stress.  By measuring the two indices, 

oxidative stress imposed on the body can be estimated.

Fig. 10 shows the results.
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O2

Active oxygen generated 
in the body

Lipid 
peroxides

Cancer development

Genetic damage

Hydroxyl radicals
OH (active oxygen)

Most highly
oxidative
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Inside the body…

Highly oxidativeHighly oxidative Highly oxidativeHighly oxidative
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Fig. 7  Species of active oxygen generated inside the body.

Concept and Formulation3.1 

To cope with active oxygen which is generated in various 

sites of the body, it is effective to take in several gradients 

having antioxidant effects together.  The body may be 

composed of substances close to water (e.g., blood, cytoplasm) 

and lipid substances cell (e.g., cell membrane), for each of 

which more effective ingredients should be selected.

For “Oxibarrier”, astaxanthin, coenzyme Q10, α-lipoic 

acid, proanthocyanidin which is harvested from grape seed 

as a polypheonl, vitamin C, and vitamin E were selected 

as active ingredients for hydroxyl radicals.  In particular, 

astaxanthin is also effective for elimination of singlet oxygen, 

and by our research, has been confirmed to eliminate singlet 

oxygen at about 90-fold faster rate than vitamin E and at 

about 1,000-fold faster rate than coenzyme Q10 4).

To help activity of the internal enzymes SOD and 

glutathione peroxidase (GPX) which decompose superoxide 

and hydrogen peroxide, zinc and selenium were additionally 

compounded for the design as minerals that form these 

enzymes.

α-lipoic acid affects and recycles both water- and 
fat-soluble antioxidants to prolong their activity.

Fat-soluble antioxidants

Vitamin E

Fat-soluble

Cell membrane

AmphipathicAmphipathic

α-lipoic acid

Polyphenols

Vitamin C

Water-
soluble

Cytoplasm

An α-lipoic acid-mediated network

In the body …
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Fig. 8  Antioxidation networks interconnected with α lipoic acid.
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Before intake Before intake

Fig. 10  Evidence for Oxibarrier effectiveness.

It was confirmed that intake of “Oxibarrier” elevated the 

STAS and lowered the LPO to decrease the oxidative stress 

remarkably.

Conclusion4. 

We developed the supplement that takes advantage of the 

characteristics of the functional food material Salacia known 

also in Ayurveda and the supplement that takes advantage 

of the characteristics of astaxanthin, a carotenoid occurring 

naturally, having very high antioxidant potency.

We will continue to make efforts to contribute extensively 

to improvement in quality of life (QOL) of people in society 

through the development of functional foods.
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Abstract

FUJIFILM has manufactured and marketed micro filters, the AstroPore series, for about 30 years. 
Our micro filters are used in various manufacturing processes such as filtering miscellaneous germs from 
foods (draft beer etc.), manufacturing liquid crystal panels, etc. These days, various filters are used in the 
rapidly growing market of liquid crystal panels. With the size of panels (screens) becoming larger, a more 
productive filtration system is required to increase productivity during manufacturing processes. Although 
our proprietary technology applied to the production of asymmetric polysulfone membranes with an internal 
dense layer provides them with characteristics to fulfill most demands from the market by themselves, we 
developed and introduced the extra-large size micro filter cartridges and their housings to meet even stricter 
demands from production sites. This technology is summarized in this paper.

What are micro filters?1. 

Introduction1.1 

Though you may be surprised to know, filters are used in 

almost every aspect of our daily lives.  They can be found in 

various appliances we use daily, such as tap-water purifier, 

air-conditioner, vacuum cleaner, air purifier and the air inlet 

of AV equipment for the removal of dust.  In high-technology 

areas, meanwhile, various types of filters are widely used 

depending on the purposes of their use.  For example, filters 

are used in the artificial dialysis of kidney in medical field, 

for manufacturing mineral water, pure sake and draft beer 

in the drinks field and in the recent electronics industry 

including the field of semiconductor manufacturing.

Our company started manufacturing micro filtration filters 

about 30 years ago.  Especially, the cartridge filter using 

polysulfone (PSE) membrane that was placed on the market 

in 1987 has won favorable recognition, due to its unique 

filtration performance, from many production sites of food, 

precision equipment, chemical, and electronics industries.

In recent years, the electronics industry tends to request 

more precise filtration capability for cartridge filters.  The 

demand for the development of cartridge filters capable of 

meeting this kind of request has been growing.

Classification and Positioning of Micro Filter 1.2 
Cartridges

Classification of Filters1.2.1 

There are many kinds of filters used for a great variety 

of purposes.  In general, they can roughly be classified as 

follows:

(1)  Classification by the type of dispersion medium and 

solvent:

 Gases or liquids (in addition, aqueous/chemical solution 

system)

(2)  Classification by the size of dispersed particles and 

solutes:

 Coarse filtration, micro filtration, ultra filtration, nano 

filtration and reverse osmosis filtration

(3) Classification by shape:

Disk, cartridge, hollow fiber, etc.

The micro filters of our company introduced this time are 

designed for (1) Liquids, mainly aqueous system, categorized 

as the level of (2) Micro filtration, and (3) Cartridge type.

First, the definition of micro filtration will be explained 

here.  As the methods for the separation of fine particles, there 

are the micro filtration, ultra filtration and reverse osmosis 

filtration.  The micro filters mentioned above belong to the 

category of micro filtration.  According to JIS K3802, micro 
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filtration membranes are defined as "membranes capable of 

separating fine particles and germs of about 0.01 to several 

µm" (Table 1).

 Filtration method Micro Filtration Ultra Filtration Reverse Osmosis

 Abbreviation MF UF RO

 Size Several µm - 0.01 µm 0.1 µm - 5 nm <5 nm

 Items to be filtered Fine particles, germs Molecules Ions

Table 1  Filters Classified by Sizes of Particles to be Filtered.

Further Classification of Micro Filters1.2.2 

From the viewpoint of the size of particles separated 

from micro filtration membranes, the trapping performance 

and structure, micro filters can be further classified into the 

absolute type (absolute filtration type) and the nominal type 

(nominal filtration type).

The absolute type filters are filters “that can literally 

completely trap particles larger than the designated size.” 

They are generally characterized by their sieve-like structure 

in which many small pores are formed in a sheet of resin 

membrane.  Utilizing the effect of this sieve-like structure, 

they can separate particles larger than the size of those poses 

(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1  Photo of the surface of standard absolute type (FUJIFILM 
PSE membrane).

On the other hand, the nominal type filters have a structure 

composed of tangled fibers (Fig. 2).  In the case of the 

nominal type filters, besides the filtration of particles by the 

physical size of their filter fibers, they filtrate particles by 

adsorbing them on their filter fibers using adsorption effects 

such as hydrophobic interaction, hydrogen bonding or ion 

interaction.  For this reason, the absolute value of filtration 

size changes depending on the type and physical properties 

of particles.  The size range of particles to be filtered also 

becomes wider compared with that of the absolute type 

filters.

Fig. 2 Photo of the surface of standard nominal type (non-woven 
PP material).

Our company’s polysulfone (PSE) membrane is 

categorized as the absolute type, which can completely trap 

particles larger than its pore size.  To date, our company has 

been conducting business by mainly selling the micro filter 

cartridges, the AstroPore series, which use the unique PSE 

membrane.

In the field of micro filtration mainly for aqueous system, 

the products have been favorably accepted by users due to 

their unique filtration performance.

Background in the Development of PSE 2. 
Extra-large Size Micro Filter Cartridges 
and Housings

Market Situation2.1 

The electronics industry of manufacturing such items as 

liquid crystal panels and semiconductors has been rapidly 

growing at an annual growth rate of about 10 percent.  In 

these manufacturing fields, the technological progress has 

increased the demand for more precise and cleaner production 

environments.  As a result, it is becoming common to apply 

precise washing to the individual manufacturing processes.  

Micro filters are widely used in the preparation of ultra-pure 

water required for such precise washing processes.

In the production field of liquid crystal panels, their 

production amount and the size of panels are significantly 

increasing recently.  This is partly because the generation is 

fixed according to the size of glass.  For example, the size 

(area) of glass panels has increased by more than five folds in 

about the past five years (Table 2).

 Generation Glass size Starting year

 
G4

 680 x 880 (mm) 
2000

  730 x 920 (mm) 

 
G5

 1000 x 1200 (mm) 
2002

  1100 x 1300 (mm) 

 G6 1500 x 1850 (mm) 2003

 G7 1870 x 2200 (mm) 2005

 G8 2200 x 2400 (mm) 2006

 G9 2400 x 2800 (mm) 2007

Table 2  Change of Glass Sizes for Liquid Crystal Panels.

In addition, a manufacturing plant called G10 (3000 x 

3000 (mm)) is in the planning stage.  This trend will likely 

continue for a while.

This expansion of manufacturing facilities has resulted in 

the significant increase in the use of ultra-pure water.  For 

this reason, the demand for micro filtration cartridge filters 

with higher flow rates is becoming stronger.  Especially in the 

manufacturing of panels after the G7, it is required to obtain a 

flow of as much as 200 l/min per washing water filter.  At the 

same time, the demand for micro filtration cartridge filters 

capable of completely trapping particles (fine foreign matter) 

has been growing.
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Problems of the Existing Micro Filtration 2.2 
Cartridge Filters

There have been no micro filters that could satisfy the high 

flow rate and higher trapping performance required by micro 

filtration cartridge filters to be used in the manufacturing 

processes of liquid crystal panels after the G7.

Of our company's micro filter cartridges, the large-sized 

high-flow PSE cartridge XL type has the highest flow-rate 

performance but its flow-rate value is 150 l/min, which 

cannot meet the above-mentioned target value when it is 

only used.  Even the other companys' large sized micro filter 

cartridges that are compatible with our XL type are unable to 

achieve a flow rate of 200 l/min when the individual cartridge 

is only used, indicating that they cannot meet the requirement 

of manufacturing processes for panels after the G7 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3  Flow rate characteristics of micro filter cartridges.

In the meantime, it will be required to increase the flow 

rate further, perhaps up to 300 l/min, in order to meet the 

manufacturing processes for panels after the G8 and G9 

drive-started from the year of 2007.

In a manufacturing process, if more than one filter 

cartridge are used together, it may cause some disadvantages 

such as the necessity to use a larger housing (waste of space) 

or the increase of labor for their exchange.  Therefore, the 

development of much larger filters was considered essential.

From this viewpoint, we have started development activities 

to produce extra-large size micro filter cartridges and their 

housings, which would be able to meet the conditions required 

for the manufacturing lines of liquid crystal panels after the G7.

Development of Extra-large Size Cartridges3. 

Technical Characteristics of AstroPore Series 3.1 
PSE Membrane

First, the unique filtration performance of micro filter 

cartridges using AstroPore series PSE membrane will be 

explained briefly.  The material of the PSE membrane is 

polysulfone as shown below (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4  Structural formula of polysulfone.

Our company's micro filters are porous membrane filters, 

which is made of this polymer and prepared by using a phase 

separation method.  By fully utilizing our company's unique 

membrane manufacturing technology, it becomes possible 

to prepare the membrane having a dense, characteristic pore 

distribution.  Our company's AstroPore series PSE membrane 

is characterized by its pore distribution. (Fig. 5).

Pore size

Outlet side

Membrane thickness
direction

Inlet side

Fig. 5 Photo of cross section and schematic diagram of pore 
distribution of the AstroPore series’ PSE membrane.

Outlet side

Inlet side

Pore size
Membrane thickness

direction

Fig. 6 Photo of cross section and schematic diagram of pore 
distribution of an ordinary micro filter membrane (the 
same pore diameter).

The most important characteristic of AstroPore series 

PSE membrane is that the size of small pores existing in the 

porous layer is distributing asymmetrically.  As is apparent 

from the figure, the pore size is the largest in the inlet side 

into which fluid such as water flows and gradually becomes 

smaller as the depth increases.  Because the effective filtration 

area that determines filtration accuracy is formed as a dense 

layer inside the membrane, it can have the following unique 

performances:

(1) Excellent flow characteristics

 As can be calculated from Poiseuille's law*, the 

effective filtration area exists as a dense layer having 

a short passage.  For this reason, it becomes possible 

to flow more fluid at a lower differential pressure 

compared with a membrane having the uniform pore-

size distribution.

* Poiseuille's law: V=(πPr4)/(8ηI)

 Where, V=permeated amount, P=pressure, r=pore 

diameter, η=viscosity I=pore length
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(2) High trapping performance

 Fig. 7 shows the pore-diameter distribution in the dense 

layer.

Filter B

Filter A

AstroPore series PSE membrane

(0.1-µm membrane)

Pore size (µm)

Frequency distribution

PSE10

Fig. 7  Comparison of pore distribution at 0.1μm membrane.

 As is apparent from the figure, the pore-diameter 

distribution is very sharp.  Therefore, it is possible to 

precisely separate particles into a specific pore size range.

(3) Very long cartridge life

 In a membrane having a uniform pore-size distribution, 

as the dense layer exists in the surface of the inlet 

side, a blockage occurs on the surface of filter very 

quickly.  Meanwhile, AstroPore series membrane can 

trap particles with varied sizes in different areas in 

the depth direction.  For instance, large particles can 

be trapped in the large-pore area.  Its outlet side plays 

a role in protecting the dense layer or can resist the 

mechanical stress.

Scale-up of Cartridge Filters3.2 

To increase the flow rate of cartridge filter, it is a common 

way to increase the size of cartridge and the area of membrane 

used for it.  This time, there was a choice to develop a new 

filter membrane.  However, considering that FUJIFILM 

AstroPore series PSE membrane was unique and excellent, 

it was decided to examine the possibility of increasing the 

cartridge size and the area of membrane used for it.

As mentioned above, the AstroPore series PSE membrane 

has excellent permeability, f low rate, filtration life and 

durability.

Development of Extra-large Cartridge3.2.1 

For the scale-up of filter cartridge, the “square-cube law” 

becomes important in general.  The aim to increase the 

cartridge size is to increase the filtration area as much as 

possible.  However, the overall volume or weight of cartridge, 

rather than filtration area, tends to increase more according to 

the “square-cube law”.

Cartridge size was designed at the request of user.  When 

the condition such as pressure is constant, the volume of fluid 

passing through filtration membrane is generally proportional 

to the area of the filtration membrane.  It was a problem how 

to secure the effective filtration area and obtain high flow 

rates with that cartridge size.

In this study, we took notice of the processed shape of filter 

membrane to be installed inside a cartridge filter in order 

to increase the effective filtration area of PSE membrane 

to be used.  In the case of a micro filtration cartridge 

filter, a filter medium is sandwiched between at least two 

supporting materials (from its upper and lower sides) and 

the resulting medium is processed into pleat shape so that 

the medium having a membrane area as large as possible 

can be accommodated in the cartridge (Fig. 8).  This time, 

we have examined this pleat technology and employed a 

method capable of increasing the height of the folded part of 

pleated filter medium by about twice higher than that of the 

conventional product.

Secondary
side

Core material

Supporting material

Polysulfone membrane

Supporting material

Primary
side

Fig. 8  Rough structure of cartridge filter.

If the height of folded part is increased, it is more likely 

to have a problem that the pleated shape becomes unstable in 

the process where a filter is folded to have a pleated shape.  

By reviewing the items shown below, we have succeeded in 

establishing a pleat technology that could provide stable and 

uniform pleated filters.

Selection of supporting material

 Increase of accuracy in the transport control of filter 

medium and supporting material

Optimization of processing conditions for pleat processing

Table 3 summarizes the lineup and representative 

performances of the high-flow rate, compact, extra-large 

size micro filter cartridges PSE-UXL/SXL that have been 

developed this time.  As expected, a single unit of this filter 

cartridge can provide a flow rate of more than 200 l/min.

 Product type PSE-SXL PSE-UXL

 Total length (mm) 273 273

 Outer diameter (mm) 130 130

 Pore size (µm) 0.1, 0.2, 0.45, 1.2

 Flow rate (L/min)*1 200 300

Table 3  Specifications of Extra-Large Size Micro Filter Cartridges.

*1: Initial flow rate (representative value) when water was passed 
through the cartridge filter with a pore size of 0.2 μm (PSE-SXL/
UXL) at a differential pressure of 0.03 MPa
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Development of Housings for Extra-large Size 3.2.2 
Cartridges

For the extra-large size cartridges, their housings were also 

developed.  Table 4 shows the lineup of the housings.

 Designed pressure Max 0.49 MPa Max 0.97 MPa

 Designed temperature Max 50°C Max 100°C

 Material Body: Polypropylene Body: SUS316L

 Piping system 40A, 50A, 65A 50A

Extra-large size resin housing
FPSUX E 1

Product type Extra-large size metal housing
FS6LJM 1-1 50 FET 1

Table 4  Lineup of Housings for Large-Size Cartridges.

To make the product more eco-friendly, polypropylene 

was used for the main body of the housing for use in normal 

aqueous system.  In addition, to expand the versatility of the 

housing, three kinds of piping joints were made available, 

which would cover the extra high flow rate (65A) and normal 

high flow rates (40A and 50A).  Moreover, to cope with extra 

high flow rates, the housing was designed to be able to resist a 

pressure of up to 0.49 MPa.

The housing made of stainless steel was made available 

to cope with chemicals as well as high temperature and 

pressure lines.  The stainless steel used is SUS316L that has 

excellent durability, so that the housing can be used in the 

latest facilities.

Fig. 9  Extra-large size micro filter cartridge PSE-UXL.

Fig. 10 Housings for extra-large size cartridges (left-hand side: 
extra-large size resinous housing, right-hand side : extra-
large size metal housing).

Conclusion4. 

The extra-large size micro filter cartridges and housings 

that have been described in this paper are fully utilizing 

the features of our company's AstroPore series PSE 

membrane such as the excellent flow-rate property, trapping 

performance and long life.  They can display the excellent 

filtration performance at incredibly high flow rates in the 

manufacturing processes of liquid crystal panels after the G7.

Finally, we must thank all the people who kindly instructed 

and helped us in developing the products.
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Drying by Cryo-SEM
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Abstract

The visualization method of observing coating film structure during freeze-drying by Cryo-SEM was 
developed. The immersion method was investigated for rapidly freezing coating film and liquid ethane 
was considered the most suitable cryogen for stabilizing coating film structure with organic solvent. The initial 
rate of temperature change was enough for preventing samples from crystallizing by applying the calculated 
results of the rate of temperature change during immersion. The observation results of frozen coating films 

coated with some solvents revealed the sectional structure change as elapsed freeze-drying time.

Introduction1. 

The internal structure of a coated film could heretofore be 

evaluated only in a dry film state after drying, and in most 

cases the structure formation process could not be clearly 

understood.  A technique of fixing a structure by freezing 

a coating film in the course of drying and performing 

observations with a Cryo-SEM has been suggested 1), 2) as a 

method for observing the structure during drying.  However, 

in these research, the observations could be successfully 

performed only with a high-viscosity coating liquid using 

water as a solvent.  The present research was carried out with 

the object of applying the Cryo-SEM method to a coating 

film using a low-viscosity organic solvent and observing a 

structure during drying.

Development of Rapid Freezing 2. 
Technology

In order to observe a coating film during drying, it is 

necessary to prepare a sample so as to prevent the internal 

structure of the coating film from fracturing.  A method of 

fixing by chemical bonds is generally known, but such fixing 

takes time and, therefore, the internal structure changes.  

Further, because it is possible that the structure will change 

during reaction, it is desirable that fixing be performed in an 

as-prepared state, without inducing a reaction with elements 

contained inside the film.  Accordingly, a rapid freezing 

method is known as a method for fixing a non-equilibrium 

state, such as observed during drying of a coating film.  With 

this method, the movement of molecules and ions can be 

physically stopped by rapidly freezing a sample containing 

water or organic solvent, and the method is optimum for the 

object of the present research.  When such freezing of a liquid 

sample is performed, structural changes caused by crystal 

growth require most attention.  Fig. 1 shows the relationship 

between nucleation temperature and size of crystal during 

phase transition of water into ice 3).  It is clear that the 

lower is the nucleation temperature, the smaller is the crystal 

size.  In other words, from the standpoint of fabricating an 

undeformed sample, it is important to produce an overcooled 

state and uniformly and rapidly freeze the entire sample.

Fig. 1   The relationship between nucleation temperature and the 
size of crystals.

Estimation of Freezing Rate2.1 

When a rapidly frozen sample is produced, the freezing rate 

is the most important factor.  Crystal growth advantageously 

occurs typically when freezing is carried out at a rate of equal 

to or higher than 1000-10000 K/s 4), and a sample can be 

produced that can be observed under an electron microscope.  

A freezing rate was calculated by solving a heat diffusion 

equation in order to estimate quantitatively the freezing 

rate and sample state.  Fig. 2 shows the results obtained in 

calculating the freezing rate at an immersion rate of 0.1 m/s, 

10 m/s.  Two blue lines represent freezing time at respective 

immersion rates.  It was found that the initial rate can be 

increased and the necessary freezing rate can be obtained by 

raising the immersion rate.
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Substrate (10 m/s)

Coating film (10 m/s)

Substrate (0.1 m/s)

Coating film (0.1 m/s)

Fig. 2   The effect of immersion rate on the rate of temperature 
change.

Method for Preparing Frozen Samples 2.2 5)

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of frozen sample preparation 

process.  A coating liquid was dropped on a substrate to 

coat the substrate and rapid freezing was then performed 

by immersion in a cryogen.  The freezing temperature 

was about -170°C.  The sample subjected to freezing was 

fixed to a sample stand, sliced to perform cross-sectional 

observations, and fixed so that the sliced section was on top 

of the sample stand.  The fixed sample was transported into a 

sample chamber of a SEM in liquid nitrogen so as to prevent 

contact with atmosphere, and Cryo-SEM observations were 

performed.

Cryogen

Substrate

Coating liquid

ObservationsSlicing

Freezing

Drying

Coating

Fig. 3  Flow chart showing preparation of the frozen samples.

Rapid Freezing Experiments3. 

The effects produced by the cryogen and solvent and 

physical properties of the coating solution when a coating film 

was frozen were studied.  Various solvents having different 

viscosity were frozen with various cryogens, and surface 

state and shape variations were compared.  A freezing test 

was carried out by using water and methyl ethyl ketone 

(referred to hereinbelow as MEK) as a typical organic solvent 

and changing viscosity.  The comparison was also carried 

out by using liquid nitrogen and liquid ethane as cryogens.  

Properties of the cryogens are shown in Table 1.  A heat 

transfer rate of the cryogen itself is lower in liquid nitrogen 

and higher in liquid ethane.  However, because latent heat 

of evaporation is absorbed from the sample in the course of 

phase transition, it is also probable that the freezing rate in 

liquid nitrogen will increase.  Accordingly, these effects were 

confirmed by actually freezing the samples.

HighLowHeat transfer rate

LiquidLiquid  gasPhase of cryogen 
during freezing

MediumLowDamage to sample

-170°C-196°CTemperature

Liquid ethaneLiquid nitrogen

Table 1  The Characteristics of Cryogen.
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Fig. 4   The effect of viscosity and solvent on the shape of droplet 
frozen by liquid nitrogen.
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Fig. 5   The effect of viscosity and solvent on the shape of droplet 
frozen by liquid ethane.

The results obtained in freezing with liquid nitrogen are 

shown in Fig. 4, and those obtained in freezing with liquid 

ethane are shown in Fig. 5.  In order to study the effect 

produced by cryogen on the surface state, a forced test was 

carried out in which a coating liquid was dropped and frozen 

and then shape variations and surface state were studied.  As 

a result, where liquid nitrogen was used as a cryogen, good 
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frozen state was obtained when the viscosity of water system 

was high.  By contrast, when MEK was frozen, the surface 

deformed.  Where freezing was performed in liquid ethane, 

a comparatively good frozen state was obtained at a certain 

high viscosity.  Further, when freezing was performed in liquid 

nitrogen, a white turbid frozen sample was obtained, apparently 

due to crystallization of the solvent.  Where solvent crystallizes, 

the internal structure deforms and collapses.  Therefore, a 

conclusion was made that liquid ethane is especially suitable 

for freezing organic solvent systems.

Cryo-SEM Observations4. 

Samples prepared using coating liquids shown in Table 2 

and changing the freezing time were observed.

Polycarbonate
PolystyreneTetrahydrofuran 

Silica particles
(mean particle size: 200 nm)

Methyl 
ethyl ketone 

Latex particles
(mean particle size: 130 nm)

Water Coating liquid (1)

Coating liquid (2)

Coating liquid (3)

SoluteSolvent 

Table 2  The Solvent and Solute of Coating Liquid.

Fig. 6   The change in structure with time observed by Cryo-SEM.

Figs. 6(a), (b) show SEM observation photos obtained with 

the coating liquid (1).  (a) shows a structure immediately after 

coating, and (b) shows a structure observed in 10 min after 

coating.  The structure shown in (a) has cavities, whereas 

in the structure shown in (b), the particles are packed and 

density is increased.  Thus, variations in particle dispersion 

state with time could be picked up and it was found that the 

latex particles used in the present test were regularly arranged 

on the surface and inside the sample as the drying progressed.  

Further, Figs. 6(c), (d) show structures obtained with the 

coating liquid (2) using MEK, which is an organic solvent, 

as a solvent.  (c) shows a structure immediately after coating, 

and (d) shows a structure observed after drying for 1 min.  

As the drying progressed, the particle density increased and 

the start of aggregation was observed in part of the sample.  

The observation results suggest that particles dispersed in 

a coating liquid state, but aggregation started with increase 

in concentration.  Finally, Figs. 6(e), (f) show the frozen 

structures obtained by coating the coating liquid (3), which is 

a polymer mixture system, containing no particles.  In (f) that 

represents a state in 1 min after coating, it was observed that a 

film started forming on the surface and the internal structure 

also changed significantly, and it was thus found that the 

structure undergoes significant changes.

Conclusion5. 

The internal structure could be fixed by performing rapid 

freezing of coating film of a low-viscosity solvent system by 

immersion.  Further, the structure of the coating film that 

changed with the drying time was actually observed by a 

Cryo-SEM method and a pattern of structure variations inside 

the film during drying could be observed.
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Abstract

We have developed a high performance compact HDTV 88× zoom lens. By applying a unique lens 
configuration, the total length required for the optical elements has been considerably shortened and a wider 
field of view achieved. Moreover, fluctuations in optical performance due to variations of the image size 
(during zooming) have been greatly reduced through our application of a dual-group focus mechanism.

Introduction1. 

FUJINON Corporation began selling the DIGI POWER 

88 (model number XA88×8.8) high performance HDTV 88× 

zoom lens on December 1, 2006 (Fig. 1).

As more and more locations around the world are switching 

to HD television broadcasting, to record more compelling, 

high-quality images, fields such as sports broadcasting are 

demanding easy-to-use, high-power zoom lenses that can 

handle wider angles and longer distances.  The DIGI POWER 

88 was developed to meet those demands.

Fig. 1  XA88×8.8HD lens.

Background2. 

The DIGI POWER 88’s predecessor, the XA87×9.3 HD 

lens (87× zoom, 9.3-mm minimum focal length), was brought 

to the market in November 2000 as the HDTV lens with the 

highest zoom at the time (Fig. 2).  Since then, it has served 

as the fundamental lens for broadcasting applications and is 

even used on recording sites for digital terrestrial broadcasts.  

However, because of factors such as the increasing needs 

of our clients and the strategy developed by our marketing 

department, we began developing a next-generation zoom 

lens.

Fig. 2  XA87×9.3 HD lens.

First we compiled market research and customer 

suggestions to come up with the following three requirements 

for a next-generation lens.

(1) Wider angle and reduction in total length

 High-power zoom lenses are often used in sports 

broadcasting, where there are many situations in which 

extremely fast camera work is essential, such as when 

a home-run ball is chased in a baseball broadcast.  In 

these kinds of situations, a shorter lens length brings the 

center of gravity of the lens closer to the rotation axis of 

the tripod, and this makes the lens easier to handle (Fig. 

3).  Furthermore, even in high-zoom lenses, there is a 

strong demand for wider angles.

Lens Camera

Rotation axis
The distance between the center of gravity 
and the rotation axis is shortened.

Lens Camera

Rotation axis
Shorter length

Fig. 3  Effect of reduction in total length.
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(2) Further improvement of optical performance

 We sought to improve the optical performance 

characteristics that accompany changing shooting 

distances.

(3) New design

 We decided that the new lens needed a smart design to 

complement its high-performance.

 We developed the XA88×8.8 (88× zoom, 8.8-mm 

minimum focal length, 35 mm equivalent focal length of 

34.6 to 3056.2 mm) to meet all of these requirements.

Technical Problems and Solutions3. 

Wider Angle and Reduction in Total Lens 3.1 
Length

One of the guidelines that can be used when shortening the 

total length of a zoom lens is the telephoto ratio (total length 

÷ maximum focal length).

Using conventional technology, it is difficult to reduce 

the total length of a zoom lens so that its telephoto ratio falls 

below 0.8, because doing so causes a pronounced increase in 

optical aberration throughout the zooming range.  To tackle 

the contradicting goals of shorter lens length and increased 

angle width, we used a design method unique to FUJINON 

Corporation and incorporated a new lens construction and 

new lens elements.  This enabled us to reach both of our goals 

and to achieve a lens with a telephoto ratio of 0.78 that is 

approximately 70 mm shorter than the XA87×9.3 (Fig. 4) and 

whose minimum focal length has been reduced from 9.3 mm 

to 8.8 mm (35 mm equivalent focal length change of 36.6 mm 

to 34.6 mm).

Reduction of approximately 70 mm

Fig. 4  Comparison between XA87×9.3 and XA88×8.8.

Improvement of the Optical Performance 3.2 
Characteristics That Accompany Changing 
Shooting Distances

When the overall lens length is reduced, the variations 

in optical performance characteristics that accompany 

changing shooting distances increase.  With the conventional 

single-group inner focus method, this trend is especially 

pronounced at longer distances.  To deal with this problem, 

we used the double-group floating focus method that has been 

newly developed by FUJINON Corporation.  In this method, 

two groups of focus lenses are moved independently.  This 

method reduces the variations in the optical performance 

characteristics that accompany changing shooting distances.

This section will explain the mechanism of the double-group 

floating focus.  First, the conventional focus mechanism will 

be explained for comparison.  When the conventional focus 

method is used, the lenses move as a group, and because their 

motions are linear, they are moved with a feed screw (Fig. 5).  

This mechanism cannot be used with a floating focus in which 

two lens groups move independently, so the XA88×8.8 uses a 

new mechanism with a cylindrical cam (Fig. 6).

Newly developed double-group 
floating focus method

Move different distances Move together

Conventional single-group 
inner focus method

Fig. 5  Comparison of focusing methods.

Focus lens part

Feed screw part

Fig. 6  Conventional focus mechanism.

Focus cam

Focus lens part 1 Focus lens part 2

Fig. 7  New focus mechanism.

Next, this section will compare the floating focus of the 

new model with the previous lens model, XA87×9.3.

Fig. 8 shows the MTF* characteristics plotted against 

distance for a long shot.  The horizontal axis of the graph is 

the image height (0 is the center of the view and 5.5 is the 

edge).  The vertical axis is the MTF value.  The top two 

graphs are for a shooting distance of 12 m, and the bottom 

two graphs are for an infinite shooting distance.  At an 

infinite shooting distance, a drop in MTF can be seen at the 

edges of the older XA87×9.3, but the reduction in MTF has 

been greatly improved in the new XA88×8.8.
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Infinite shooting distance Infinite shooting distance

Distance from the center in mmDistance from the center in mm

Distance from the center in mmDistance from the center in mm

Shooting distance of 12 mShooting distance of 12 m

Fig. 8   MTF variation depends on object distances 
(at tele zoom position).

In the same way, the chromatic aberration characteristics 

in relation to shooting distance have been greatly improved 

compared to those of the older XA87×9.3.

*  MTF stands for Modulation Transfer Function (a method 

for evaluation lens performance based on the contrast 

reproduction ratio)

New Design3.3 

We worked together with the Fujifilm Design Center 

to create a design with a “high-performance, cutting-edge 

image.” We decided to work under the themes of “a body 

design that conveys high-quality and precision” and “a 

graphic design that sells the brand” as we worked on creating 

the new product.

We wanted a complete change from the old design (Fig. 9).  

To decide on the new design, we had the Design Center draw 

up a number of different graphic and body designs (Figs. 

10 and 11), and then we tested the final designs by making 

prototypes.

Fig. 9  Previous design.

Fig. 10  New package design concept.

Fig. 11  New graphic design concept.

Conclusion4. 

The DIGI POWER 88, which, as we discussed earlier, has 

taken the needs of users into account as much as possible and 

utilized a unique FUJINON Company lens construction and 

double-group floating focus method, has been receiving more 

and more orders since it was first brought to the market.

Also, before sales began, the DIGI POWER 88 won “The 

Best of IBC2006 Editor’s Award” from the IBC2006 show 

held in Amsterdam.  The high performance and quality of the 

DIGI POWER 88 is recognized all around the world.

In the future, beginning with big events such as the 2008 

Beijing Olympics, the DIGI POWER 88 is expected to show 

its excellence in a variety of recording situations.

(“DIGI POWER” and “FUJINON” in this paper are the 

registered trademarks of FUJINON Corporation.)
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